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Enix tells of latest
Tenn-Tom conference

players
spin on Dasenall strike

See story on page 7

Local woman to chair
St. Jude's Bike-A-Thon

See story on page 8

See story on page 7
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—News In Brief

Alexander to speak at MSU

Should Medicare ,tell its patients
they will need a second opinon?
WASHINGTON (AP I — The government's major health providers, Medicaid and Medicare, could save $100 million in 1986 if
patients were required to have a second opinion before undergoing elective surgery, a congressional office says.
The Congressional Budget Office estimated a mandatory second opinion program would slash $20 million from Medicaid,
which covers poor people, and $80 million from Medicare, which
is for the elderly.
However, the CBO said last week that its figures for Medicare
were only rough estimates and the savings might be higher.
The figures were prepared for Sen. John Heinz, R-Pa., chairman of a Senate Special Committee on Aging.
Heinz, along with Sen. John Glenn, D-Ohio, recently introduced
legislation requiring Medicare and Medicaid beneficiaries to obtain a second opinion before undergoing certain elective surgery.
"A mandatory second opinion will save many older Americans
from the personal trauma and risk of unnecessary surgery,"
Heinz said in a prepared statement.
Older people are particularly at risk from unnecessary
surgery, said Heinz, adding that some figures show Americans
over 65 are subjected to 80 percent more operations than those
under that,age.
"For those older Americans, the physical risks associated with
an operation are compounded with the increase in age," Heinz
said.
Unpublished data released by Heinz' aging committee indicate
a number of surgeries may be unnecessary, including: between
17 percent and 43 percent of hemorrhoidectomies; between 23
percent_and 36 percent of cataract surgeries; between 27 percent
and 32 percent of knee surgeries; between 14 percent and 29-percent of prostate surgeries; and between 5 percent and 28 percent
of.hernia repairs.
Besides health risks, surgery is expensive ro the individual and
to the federal health care programs, which paid out $20 billion for
operations in 1984, Heinz said.
To back up his position, Heinz has the support of Richard
Kusserow, the inspector general.pf the Department of Health and
Human Services. In a letter to Heinz. Kusserow said,"I fully support your efforts to bring about a mandatory second opinion
program."
The inspector general noted that the department had financed
several studies on second opinions and encourages all patients to
get them before elective surgery.
But Kusserow said the department's Health Care Financing
Administration, which oversees the Medicare and Medicaid programs, does not favor mandatory second opinions.

Elsewhere...
By The Associated Press

WASHINGTON — With memories of the hijacking ordeal of 39
Americans still fresh, President Reagan is sounding a warning
about the growing menace of terrorism and is trying to mobilize
support for a strategy to combat it. Terrorism is the main theme
of Reagan's address today before the annual convention of the
American Bar Association.
WASHINGTON — Even before President Reagan officially
unveiled his proposal to simplify the federal income tax system,
it began generating debate. State and local officials are lining up
against sections that would eliminate deductions for the taxes
they.levy. The real estate industry says the package would hobble construction. Battle lines are being drawn over Reagan's plan
to maintain most oil and gas tax breaks.
MEXICO CITY — The Institutional Revolutionary Party — in
power for 56 years — is expected to win mid-term elections, but
opposition leaders c
- laim widespread ballot-tampering and other
irregularities in the northern states of Nuevo Leon and Sonora on
the U.S. border.
VIENNA, Austria — OPEC oil ministers pledge to stop
cheating on pricing rules but fail to agree on concrete steps to
prop up sagging oil prices.
WASHINGTON — President Reagan today branded
Iran,
Cuba, Libya, North Korea and Nicaragua as being
part of a
"confederation of terrorist states" and said they are engaged
"in
acts of war against the government and people of the
United
St4tes."
BANGKOK, Thailand — In the largest such turnover since the
end of the war in Vietnam, Hanoi will return the remains of 26
dead Americans and agreed to provide evidence or information
on six other Americans missing in actiop.
ASHRAM SABAIIMATI. India — Tucked away down a dusty
lane, a handful of old men live the simple life of abstinence and
denial they learned as youths from their mentor, Mohandas K.
Gandhi.
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Subscribers who hove not
received their home-delivered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. MondayFridoy or by 310 p.m. Soturctsx,,
aii'7gTdte cal 733.1+16 between 5:30 p.m. and 6 p.m..
Monday through Friday. or
3:10 p.m. and 4 p.m. Satur- •
days. Office Hours — 9 a.m.-3
p.m. Monday thru Friday, •
•.m.-12 p.m. Saturdey

SUNNY
Tonight: Fair and warm.
Low around 70. Light
southwet wind.
Tuesday: Mostly sunny and
continued hot and humid.
High 90 to 95. Southwest wind
around 10 mph.
• Eitended Forecast
The extended forecast for
Wednesday through Friday
calls for pa_ rtly
ZiatTfiez
---1Witr—it hance Of
thunderstorms about Friday.
LAKE LEVELS
Kentucky Lake
359.4
Barkley Lake
359.5
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Tennessee Gov. Lamar AlexJanuary 1968 until his retirement
ander, who wrote history by
in September 1973.
becoming that state's first goverDr. Kale M. Stroup, Murray
nor to serve successive four-year State presider*, will introduce•
terms, will deliver the annual
Alexander, who has won national
Harry M. Sparks Distinguished
recognition for his leadership in
Lecture in Educational Adthe effort- to improve public
ministration at Murray State
education in Tennessee from
University on Thursday evening,
kindergarten througn college.
July 11.
Others on the evening program
His address. titled "Educawill include pr. Hugh Noffsinger,
tional Reform — Tennessee
interim d9fin of the College of
Style," will begin at 7:30 p.m. in
Education at Murray State, who
the augitorium of the Wrather
will pregide, and Robin Wadley,
West Kentucky Museum.
minister of the University Church
Established in 1977, the lecture
of Christ in Murray, who will give
series and an afternoon syminvocation.
posium honor Dr. Harry M.
A symposium to begin at 3:0
Sparks, the fifth president of //p.m. in the mkiseum auditorium
Murray State, who served from
will focus on "Career Ladder —

Gov. Alexander
To speak at MSU

Issues and Concerns." Dr. Jack
Rose, superintendent of schools
in Calloway County.. will preside
during that session.
Others involved in the symposium discussion will include
Noffsinger. State Rep. J.R. Gray
of Benton, Ila Brown,a Callaway
County teacher, and Jerry
Alleyne of Paducah, staff
member of Region I of the Kentucky Education Association.
Alexander, who grew up in
Maryville in East Tennessee
where his parents-were teachers,
was elected Tennessee's 45th
governor in 1978 and made
history with his re-election in

0
.
,

(Coned on page 2)

Precincts will not be able to vote wet
for a declaratory judgement to .Supreme Court reversed ajower
BY KEVIN BOWDEN
clarify the law as it relates to court ruling, stating that any
Staff Writer e
A July 3 State Supreme Court Murray, explained Weaks.
unit of a wet city or county could
Judge Lassiter was vote itself dry. If a county had
ruling overturning a 1981 wetdry election allowing liquor unavailable 16r comment late voted to be dry at any time, as
sales in a single Magoffin Coun- this morning, but Murray city Calloway County did in 1937, any
ty district will mean that single attorney Don Overbey reported subsequent votes for liquor sales
magisterial districts wfthin a ma telephone interview late this would have to be countywide.
county cannot vote to allow li- morning that his interpretation
The State Supreme Court rulquor sales, but according 'to of the-ruling "does not change to ing affected similar cases in
Calloway Judge-Executive statils quo of cities in the first Pulaski, Nicholas, Barren and
George Weaks, the ruling will fonr classes. I don't think Simpson counties in Kentucky.
have to go through an ex parte there'll be an effort made by the The ruling involved interpretasuit in Calloway Circuit Court to wet forces to petition for another tion of various sections of KRS
determine its impact on the re- election...because I don't think Chapter 242, the local-option
cent citywide wet-dry election in the Supreme Court permits itt in statutes.
Murray. Circuit Judge Apnea *at ruling).'-'
The only exception to the rul
In its 5-2 decision, the State tug is cities of tiktk first four
Lassiter would be responsible

Special session
FRANKFCRT, Ky. (API —
Kentucky iiislators returned to
the Capj,1 today, convening in
specia ession after months of
"hype nd rhetoric" to tackle a
list Of issues, including education and roads, put forth by Gov.
Martha Layne Collins.
"The next two weeks are the
climax of something that's been
worked on for some time," said
House Speaker Don Blandford.
"Getting to this point has not
been something that just happened and fell into place.
"I'm looking forward to it. All
the hype and rhetoric, it's all

(Cont'd on page 2)

climaxes months of planning

over. This was all planned very
carefully back in the (General
Assembly's January) organizational session. Now we want to
make sure everybody gets a
hearing and their say," Blandford, D-Philpot, said in an interview Sunday.
. Topping the agenda is Collins'
package of education proposals,
totaling $287.7 million oiler three
years. It is tied to a revenue
package that calls for
businesses to pick up most of the
cost through higher taxes.
Perhaps the most discussed
Item on the agenda is a proposal

University
presidents
hire PR firm

classes within a dry county,
which in the majority opinion
written by Justice James rt
Stepftenson, can vote in favor of
liquor sales.
Magoffin Circuit Court and the
Court of Appeals had ruled that
the "county unit rule"(the Cammack Act of 1936) was repealed
when local-option statutes were
ammended in 1948 to exempt
cities of the first four classes.
The Supreme Court disagree
and reversed the decision.
Justice Stephenson, in his majority opinion, wrote that the

to raise the state motor-fuels tax
by 5 cents, per gallon of gasoline
angl diesel. The administration
estimates it would raise an additional $100 million per year for
the Road Fund.
Rounding out the agenda are
the issues of a new prison, expanded juvenile protection services and a legal amendment to
cure a major headache for
several classes of Kentucky
cities: Residency restrictions
for police and firefighters.
The House Appropriations and
Revenue Committee, which is
the first stop for all tax legisla-

MI6 allft Aft
raw

tion, will begin hearings on Collins' revenue package Tuesday
with testimony from administration Officials and the
committee's own budget experts. The committee will hear
public comments about the
package on Wednesday.
Blandford indicated votes for
the fuels-tax increase were still
being courted, but he said the
measure was "attainable."
Asked how many House
members were lined -up to vote
for the fuels-tax measure,
(Cont'd on page 2)
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By MELINDA WIGGINTON
Staff Writer
Presidents of Kentucky's
eight public universities have
enlisted the aid of a public' relations firm to gain support for
higher education at the, 1986
General Assembly regular
session.
Murray State University
president Pr. Kala Stroup said
'that the university presidents
have been meeting on a regular
basis. At one of their recent
meetings, they decided to actively seek increased aid for
higher education in Kentucky.
"We agree with the focus on
elementary and secondary
education," she remarked about
Gov. Martha Layne Collins'
$287.7 million education improvement package now being
reviewed in a i
le islative
t
special
session.
•
"But we also eel there is a
need in the state to understand
where higher education is in the
state.
,..
"In this day of the importance
of information, universities need
to be strong.
"
"We also think we need to tell
the stotx of _w____Weia,i@falr.•9
-'dilfslae,ofliie classroom, as v.. *---%WI photo by David Tuck
as in the classroom,"'Stroup
_continued. . —
Stroup said the university
Murray Fire Department Assistant Chief Joe Allbritton hosed oft the aerial ladder
truck after a test run
presidents felt It was important
Monday morning. Allbritton said the trucks are taken out every Monday morning
for a three-mile
to tell their story together.
check-up run to make sure that everything in the truck works properly. lieutenant Dwight Rutledge
mt
.
, at the wheel for the test drive.
(Conedon page 2)
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Vietnam to turn over the remains of 26 American MIAs
BANGKOK, Thailand
I —
Vietnam has agreed to turn over
the bodies of 26 Americans missing in action during the Vietnam
War and indicated it wants to
resolve the issue of some 2.500 .
missing Americans within two
years, the U.S. State Department said.
•

The department also said the
Vietnamese would provide
evidence or information on six
other missing American
servicemen.
"We welcome the Vietnamese

eight weeks, according to a
senior State Department official
who spoke on condition of
anonymity. He said the names
were being withheld until their
relatives could be notified.

action," said the statement. It
was issued Sunday in Hong
Kong, where Secretary of State
George Shultz rested before
leaving for Bangkok, the first
stop on his tour of Southeast
Asia and the Pacific.
A spokesman for the Vietnamese Embassy in Bang4k today said he had no information
beyond "that which appeared in
the newspapers," including a
handover date.
Vietnam has provided the
names of the 26 Americans and
will release the bodies in six to

Shultz arrived in the Thai
capital this morning for talks
with Thal leaders on security,
trade and refugee problems.
There was speculation that the
Vietnamese overture was timed
to Shultz's tour. Some Southeast
Asian leaders liave urged that
the United States establish

diplomatic relations with its
former enemy to help resolve
the problem of Vietnam's continued presence in Cambodia.
One of the barriers to normalization.of relations is
Washington's Insistence that
Hanoi is not doing enough about
MIAs.
Some 1,375 American servicemen are missing in action in
Vietnam, and another 1,089 are
listed as missing or prisoners of
war in other parts of Southeast
Asia.
The return of the 26
• bodies

•

•

would be the largest such turnover since the war ended 10
years ago. Vietnam has returned the remains cif 60 other missing Americans so far, U.S. Ambassador to Indochina John
Holdridge said last week.
U.S. and Vietnamese
technical experts have met
three times since January to
discuss MIAs, and are slated to
hold three more sessions this
year.
Ann Mills Griffiths, executive
director of the League of
Families of American Prisoners
C4J
-

11-

and Missing in Southeast Asia,
told The Associated Press in
Washington that the Vietnamese
action "is very encouraging and
lin indication they are making
'an effort to accelerate their
cooperation."
Mrs. Griffiths, head of the
main organization representing
families of MIAs, Credited the
developments to diplomatic efforts by the Reagan administration and "a willingness by the
Vietnamese to focus on the problem with more diligence."

•••

Children's
Aisle Sale

•

*Final Week for Children's Summer Clearance
*Continuous Markdowns Being Taken

BOYS
Orig. 3.69 to 20.00

Entire Line
of Summer
Merchandise

NOW

2.99 to
4.99
GIRLS
Orig. 3.69 to 18.00

Entire Line
of Summer
Merchandise

NOW

2.99
4,99

Calloway Countian among
the holiday traffic victims

tc
Traffic accidents'took 11 lives
in Kentucky during the July 4
holiday weekend, state police
said.
Among those was a Calloway
County teen-ager killed Saturday when his car left the road
and plunged into a ditch.
Joe Wayne Pritchett, 19, was
apparently traveling east on
Kentucky 1551, went through an
intersection with Kentucky 94,
across the road and into the
ditch about nine miles east of
Murray, said Calloway County
Coroner Thomas L. Walker.
The accident happened about
1:10 a.m. CDT, but the car was
obscured from view and was not
discovered until later in the
morning, Walker said.
There were four fatalities during the same holiday period last
year.
They said the victims included
Magoffin County Coroner Jerry
Dunn, who died in a freakish ac-

Alexander...
(Cont'd from page 1)
1982.
He called a special session of
the Tennessee General Assembly
in 1984 in which a commitment of
more than $1 billion in new funds
for education was made for the
next three years.
Following passage of the Comprehensive Education Reform
Act, Alexander set out to visit all
of the 142 school districts in the
state to urge community task
forces to set goals for their
schools and to issue "report
cards" on their progress.
"State Policy Reports" rated
Tennessee and Florida at the top
of all states in education reforms.
The Education Commission of the
States gave its "A" Award to
Tennessee for its "career ladder"
incentive pay plan for teachers,
which is part of Alexander's
10-point Better Schools Program.
In addition to the efforts toward
improvement of pre-collegg
public education, the .Better
Schools Program includes
Centers for Excellence at state
universities. Chairs of Excellence
and a Distinguished Scientist program tb attract prestigious professors to faculties and a
dramatic increase in state funding for higher education.
Alexander, who is chairmanelect of the National Governors
Association,is a Phi Beta Kappa
graduate of Vanderbilt Universi-

PR firm...
(Cont'd on page 2)

INFANTS

r,-

Orig. 2.44 to 13.00

Entire Line
of Summer
Merchandise

NOW

•

StOre frotiris: Mon-Sat. 9 A.M.-9 P.M.
San. 12:30-5:30

Prices Effective Thru Sun.

"Many times we are perceived as individual fifedoms," she
said. "There is not a whole lot of
information about the state
system.
"We want to show the state
what the group can do for the
state and its quality of life."
Jim Host, president of Host
Communications of Lexington,
volunteered_his firm's services
to the presidents' group.
Stroup's assistant, Dr. Kathy

cident in a parking lot at
Salyersville.
State police said that Dunn,40,
tried unsuccessfully to start a
motorcycle and then had it attached to a truck which began
pulling the bike around the lot in
a circle Saturday.
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The motorcycle overturned,
pinning Dunn beneath it, state
police said. He was a resident of
Salyersville.
Helen Eddins, 61, Dawhlgren,
Va., was killed Saturday when
the car she was driving collided
headon with another at
Newtown Pike in Lexington,
police said.
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Another accident Saturday
resulted in fatal injuries for Betty Laperuia, 57, of Dayton, Ohio.
State police said she was a
passenger in a car pulling a
trailer along Interstate 75 when
the car struck a guard rail and
overturned three miles from
Eterea.
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ty. He earned his law degree at
New York University and began
his law practice in Knoxville in
1965.
He served in Washington as the
first legislative assistant to Sen.
Howard Baker and later as an executive aide to Bryce Harlow,
White House congressional
liaison. Alexander returned to
Tennessee in 1970 to manage the
campaign of Winfield Dunn, who
was elected as the state's first
Republican governor in 50 years.
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Sparks is one of the best-known
educators and speechmakers in
Kentucky. More than half his'43
years of work in public education
before his retirement was spent
in some kind of association with
Murray State.
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Preeincts...
(Cont'd from page 1)
Supreme Court had found it "unmistakably plain" that the exemption was limited and that
the 1948 legislature "retained
the essential element of the
county unit rule."
"In the natural state of things,
alcoholic beverages may be sold
any time, any place, to anybody.
The thrust of the legislation in
this area is to give a means to
the voters to impose prohibition," added Justice Stephenson
in his opinion.
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Cole, is putting together printed
materials which will be reviewed by Host and the presidents
along with information from the
other seven universitlea
"We've lost so much ground
with salaries," Stroup conclude d , that the university
presidents want to inform both
the legislature and the public of
the need for a stronger higher
education system.
The 1984-86 budget gave faculty and staff 2 percent salary
raises last year and allow for 3
percent increases for the fiscal
year that began July 1
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(Cont'd from page 1)

Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
Murray, Ky. 42071
bffice: 759-1400
Catalag 759-4080

Blandford said 'there was "no
firm, hard count, but it's in the
hallpark of the mid-40s."
"I'm encouraged not only by
the votes I've seen change in the
last few days, but also by the attitudes of some people who were
opposed to it," Blandford said.
"I couldn't characterize any
of them as hard core," he said
but "I know for a fact some of
them changed their mind" since
they were originally polled and
said they would have to vote
against the tax hike.
The measure could be passed
with as few as 40 votes in the
100-member House and 16 in the
38-member Senate — simple
majorities of the minimum
needed to be present for voting
in each chamber — provided
there is no attempt to make the
Increase effective before Nov. 1.

Collins originally proposed
making the increase effective
Sept. 1, which would necessitate
an "emergency clause" in the
legislation. Constitutional majorities — 51 House votes, 20
Senate votes — are required for
passage of an emergency
measure.
Blandford said he was inclined
to advise against inserting an
__tniergency clause in the fuelstax bill, seeing no reason to
make passage more difficult:
than necessary.
However;"I think it's elementary because I think you'd need
51 votes anyway. I can't see that
many 'walks,' "Blandford said,
referring to lawmakers who
would absent themselves from
the chamber during the voting.
Senate President Pro Tern Joe
Prather, like Blandford an advocate of increased road funding, said he believed the Senate
was "open minded" on the fuels
tax.
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Statue of Liberty
needs our help
More than $155 million has
been ,collected toward a $230
million fund to restore two of
our national symbols — the
Statue of Liberty and Ellis Island.
The itatue
cr€
Liberty Island. It and 271
/
2acre Ellis Island lie close tc
one another in New York Harbor's Upper Bay. Contributions, which are
tax deductible, are being
raised from the general public
and from corporations and
foundations.
The Statue of Liberty was a
gift from France to the people
of the United States, a -monument to Franco-American
friendship. The 100th anniversary of the statue's dedication
will be next year, and restoration work is expected to be
completed in time for the centennial celebration.
Restoration is extensive.
The torch held _by the statue is
being replaced. The structural
skeleton is being renewed. The
copper skin is being cleaned
and treated with anti-corrosive materials. Various stair-

ways are being restored, elevators repraced and ventilation improved. It is a massive
task.
Ellis Island was an immigration station between 1892
and 1954. During that time 17
million immigrants arrived at
the island from their native
countries and passed through
to become new Americans. An
Ellis Island centennitl will be
celebrated in 1992, with the
opening of its refurbished
buildings and a new historical
museum.
'Those who came to America from Europe sailed by the
Statue of Liberty on their way
to Ellis Island. The statue became a symbol of hope and
freedom, and it represented
home to American servicemen returning from Europe
after two world wars.
Those who wish to offer financial help to these two
great restoration projects can
send checks to: Statue of Liberty Ellis Island- Foundation,
P.O. Box 1986. Terminal
Annex, Los Angeles CA 90051.

by mike royko

Red carpet for Nabih Berri
On a street in Dearborn, Mich.,
a police car cruises by a certain
house several times a day. The
police want to make sure that the
occupants of the house are safe,
that they aren't being menaced,
that nobody ls going to throw a
bomb or even an egg.
The residents of that house on
a street in an American suburb,
being given special attention by
American policemen, are the exwife and ,several children of
Nabih
We all know who good old
Nabih is. At least, now we do.
He's the minister of justice of
Lebanon and the leader of the
Amal faction of the Shiite
Moslems.
It was Nabih who took control
of the American hostages. And
eventually he cut a deal for their
release.
Now, some people, including
those in our government, Have
expressed gratitude to Nabih for
getting the hostages out alive.
But I have trouble feeling
greatful to someone who put a
group of innocent American
travelers under the guns of his
own thugs

The fact is: had any of the
He's had his armed thugs hold inAmericans dared to stand up last
nocent Americans. And when the
week and say: "I'rn getting out of
murderers apppeared in public to
here." and tried to leave, he or
brag about.how tough they are.
she would have either been
Nabih--his country's top raw enbeaten into submission or killed.
forcement official—did absoluteSo, Nabih was not really difly nothing.
ferent than the terrorists who
Meanwhile, in this country,
originally seized the airplane.
cops drive by the home of Nabih's
Once they were off the plane, the
ex-wife and his offspring to make
Americans became Nabih's
sure that nobody bothers them or
hostages. He might talk more
their house.
politely to Ted Koppel, but Nabih
Why,the ex-wife even has a job
just extendell-WhaStheThljackeis - Working fot the police
depart-,
originated.
ment in Dearborn. So it might be
And by his-inaction, he condon-•
said that the taxpayers of that
ed the murder of the young
American city are helping supAmerican sailor who was beaten,
port Nabih's family.
stomped and then shOt.
Say, Jack, go to Beirut and see
With bags over their heads, the
if you can get a job with the local
killers of the sailor went on TV in
fuzz.
Beirut a couple of ,days Ago to
Now, if Nabih should become
threaten and taunt this country.
lonesome for his kids and other
And what did Nabih, the counrelatives in Michigan, no protry's justice minister, do? Did he
blem. He can come and go
arrest them for murder? Did he
anytime he wants.
even try to detain them for quesHe can even come here and settioning? Did he issue them a
tle down 'for the rest of his life.
parking ticket?
That's because he has a
And the young American sailor
precious green card, which
is dead and in his grave.
makes him a legal permanent
So, that's what Nabih Berri has
resident of this country. He keeps
been up to in the past few weeks.
it valid by coming here at least

once every two years.
Curious, we asked the Immigration- and Naturalization
Service in Washington if Nabih's
recent behavior would have an effect on his right to pop in and out
of the U.S.
I mean, if a guy holds
Americans as hostages and
shields the murderers of an
American, shouldn't we be thinking about yanking the welcome
mat?
Said
a
government
spokesman: "I don't see any
movement at this time to do that
(revoke Nabih's card. )• It would
have to be a -Department of
Justice decision to revoke it. And
it has to be based on something.
It can't be: 'I don't like him
anymore.' And he would have a
right to a hearing by an immigration judge."
And nobody in our government
has even suggested that maybe
we roll up the red carpet?
"I can just tell you that I know
of no action at this time, or movement to remove his legal residency."
•
Sometimes I don't know who's
crazier--the Shiites or us.

business mirror
by john cunniff

looking back
Ten years ago
Calloway County Sheriff's
Deputies reported the early
harvest of about 50 marijuana
plants in Shiloh area of the county yesterday. The estimated
street value was about $1,000. No
charges have been filed at.this
time.
Mrs. Faye Wells, Murray, has
become the first Calloway County recipient of the coveted rating
of Certified Professional
Secretary (CPS).
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Steve Compton,
April 18, and a boy to..Mr. and
Mrs. Johnny Underwood, June
17.
The Independence Day
fireworks display originally
scheduled for July 4 but postponed on two occasions because of
inclement weather came off
with a big bang at Murray City
Park last night.
Calloway County High School
Cheerleaders will attend an
NCA Cheerleading Camp at
University of Tennessee, Martin. Cheerleaders are Linda McCuiston, Sheila Darnell, Teri
Morris, Kathie Broach, Kim
Kemp, LaDon Graham, Peggy
Rogers and Renee Tobey.
Twenty years ago
Members of Murray Jaycees
will spdnsor a safety car check
on the north side of the court
square on July 11.
Clyde Faries of Murray State
• College . sang folk tunes at a
Teen-Age Folk Singing on July 4
at Calloway Public Library. Mr. and Mrs. Henry M.
Fulton, Jr., and daughters, Leah
and Stacy. left June 28 for an extended tour through the western
states. They will attend the
Lions International Club Convention In Los Angeles, Calif.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Gargus are
attended the World's Fair at
New York City. He won the trip
WRITE A LETTER — Letters
to the editor are,welcomed and
encouraged. All letters must be
signed by the writer and the
writer's address and phone
number must be included for
verification. The ph2ne number
will not be published.
Letters should be typwritten
and double-spaced if possible
and should be on topics of

for sales with Kentucky Central
NEW YORK (AP) — If 'inflaInsurance•Co.
tion reigns at "only" 4 percent a
Recent births reported at
year for the next five years, the
Murray Hospital include a boy
$80,000 type of house that you
to Mr. and Mrs. Prentice
now have your eye on is likely to
Darnell, a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
carry a price tag of close to
Teddy Barnett, a boy to Mr. and
$100,000.
Mrs. Phil Harrell, a boy to Mr.
That is to say, 4 percent is not
and Mrs. Connie Morgan, a boy
a low rate of inflation, no matter
to Mr. and Mrs. Jerry York and
how many times you are
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. James
assured that it is — and such
Oakley.
assurances are emanating from
Miss Nancy Humphrey,
all directions, public and
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
private, these days.
Maurice Humphrey, will attend
In recent weeks many of the
Norton's Hospital School of
"low-inflation" forecasts have
Medical Technology, Louisville.
eVen been extended to include
• Thirty years ago
not just next year but the year
Open house at the new elemenafter that, and in some instances
tary school building on South
to the end of the decade.
1.3th Street will be held July 10
But watch out for "low."
from 4 to 6 p.m. and 8:45 to 9:30
To many commentators, low
p.m., according to W.Z. Carter,
inflation is anything in the
superintendent of Murray City
single-digit range. It is low to
Schools.
them because of their exThe Seventh-Day Adventist
perience with an 11 percent rate
Church at South 15th and
in 1974, an iT.3 percent rate in
Sycamore Streets will dedicate
1979, 13.5 percent in 1980 and 10.4
Its new building on July 9 at 2:30
percent in 1981.
p.m. R.H. Pierson, president of
Big numbers like those carKentucky-Tennessee Coinried a knockhout punch, and
ference, Nashville, Tenn., will
some folks will never forget it.
conduct the dedication services.
Those who survived
from the
Honorable Lawrence W.
federal govetnment to the inWetherby, governor of ComNeNc1EANS1-IMS14Del,
dividual retiree on a fixed inmonwealth of Kentucky, will
C.OFtEY NE* 51EINICE
come — now feel blessed relief
speak at the courthouse in Murin anything less.
ray on July 16.
"Less" was 3.2 percent in 1983
Hutchens Restaurant on the
..and 4.3 percent in. 1984. And,
their teeth in the double digit
west side of the court square
when the year is finished, it prodays, such figures represent
next to Lindsey's Jewelers burnbably will mean something betstability. But stabilita of that
ed the night of July 6. It was
ween 3.5 percent and 4 percent
sort, others point out, is the kind
owned by Mr. and Mrs. Walter
for 1985.
that surprises the unwary.
Hutchens.
And results of a survey by the
What is real stability? How
Tommy Wells pitched a twoNational Bureau of Economic
about the years 1959 through
hitter against Camden, Tenn.,
Research and the American
1965 when the consumer price inas Murray !mkt-Jean Legion
Statistical Association suggest
dex never reached 2 percent? Or
Baseball Team beat Camden.
that the rate for 1986 will be
1961 through 1964 when the
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Dill, Mrs.
about 4.2 percent, if the 29 prohighest annual rate was 1.3
Jean Weaks, Mrs. Christine
fessional economists interview- •• percent?
Kelley and Mrs. Mildred Bell ated are on the ball.
While low, relative to dbtrbletended the inspection of Benton
TQ many people, especially, digit figures,
a 4 percent annual
Chapter of Order of Eastern
those who had to hang on by
rate of inflation is actually three
Start on June 24.
general interest.
Letters must not be more than
500 Vvords. Longer letters cannot
be published.
Editors reserve the right to
condense or reject any letter
and limit frequent writers.
Address correspondence to:
Editor: The Murray Ledger &
Times,, Box 1040, Murray, Ky.
42071.
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times the rate during the
1961-1964 period, and more than
double the rate that prevailed
from 1959 through 1965.
Based on a 4 percent annual
rate, the $80,000 house doubles in
market price in 18 years. And
the buying power of the dollar is
cut in half in 18 years.
It means that if you're planning to send your kid to a top college in 2003 you had better save
$100,000 instead of the $50;000
you have in mind. And the same
arithmetic applies to anyone

letter to the editor
To the Editor:
The 1984-85 school year will be
remembered for many things,
but One of the most memorable
was the unusual number of days
on which the weather was so
severe that many schools could
not be opened. From Carlisle
County to Pike County, the roads
were often impassable because of
snow or sleet. Temperatures remained so low that conditions did
not improve for weeks at a time.
Thirty-four school districts in
Kentucky missed 25 or more days
of school last year, and three
districts missed 34 days.

The severe weather throughout
the state made it extremely difficult for school districts to offer
the 175 days of instruction required by state law. The Murray
Independent School District is to
be commended for its dedication
In meeting this requirement
under these difficult conditions.
This district was one of 74 local
school districts in Kentucky that
held classes for 175 days or more
during the 1984-85 school year
despite the problems created by
inclement weather.
The State Board of Education
has approved a- resolution
recognizing the extraordinary ef-

fort made by the Murray Independent School District to provide instruction on the required
number of days, and I join the
Members of the board in extending My congratulations to 'this
school district and to the citizens
of your community.
The Murray Independent
School District deserves the
praise of parents and educators
everywhere,
for
it
has
demonstrated thatit is determined to provide a high-quality
education to the children of Kentucky even under conditions of
hardship and often at the
sacrifice
personal
of

nia wine, three pounds of Vermont cheese and a toy
noisemaker that produced a
"moo-o" sound when turned
over.

mosphere, Coelho haa an aide
serve ice cream to subcommittee members while they worked.
"You've got to have some fun
at these things," Coelho said.
Meanwhile, Rep. Silvio Conte,
R-Mass., went before a House
subcommittee on the Coast
Guard dressed in a white
yachtsman's cap, white pants,
boat shoes and a sports coat
emblazoned with small signal
nags.
Conte came to testify in behalf

capitol ideas
WASHINGTON (AP) — Congressional committee sessions
do tend to drag, especially at
this sleepy time of year, but
some lawmakers have found
novel ways to break the
legislative tedium.
Rep. Tony Coelho:- D-Calif..
for instance, tried to assure good
attendance by sending the
members of the House
Agriculture dairy subcommittee
that he chairs a bottle of Califoc.

planning retirement around that
time.
Those who think 4 percent inflation is acceptable could be the
sort who accept termites in the
basement, reasoning that termites can't be so bad if they take
such small bites and can't be
seen or heard.
True, it might take the little
fellas 18 years or so to take down
the house, but when the house
falls it won't be an $80,000 crash.
Inflation will have doubled the
iestruction to $160.000.

convenience
• On behalLof the State Board of
Education and the Kentucky
Department of Education. I wish
to express my appreciation to the
administration and staff of this
school district and to the-people
of your community for their
determination and their Commitment to the cause of education.
Sincerely,
Alice McDonard
Superintendent of
Public Instruction
Commonwealth of Kentucky
Department of Education
Frankfort, Ky. 40601

by torn raum

As the panel went to Work on
legislation backed by the dairy
Industry, members voted "moo0-0" to defeat amendments the
industiy opposed. The bilr,
which Coelho supported, breezed to passage.
To add to the festive at-

of the Reagan administration
proposal to charge boat owners
a "user's fee" to help recover
some of the Costs of maintaining
the Coast Guard.
Subcommittee chairman Gerrey E. Studds, D-Mass., an opponent of the legislation, did Conte
one better.
Studds presided in a yellow
fisherman's slicker and rain
hat, clenching a briar pipe bet,
ween his teeth.

•
'
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MURRAY TODAY
Ladies will start tournament play

-

The first round of the
Ladies Medal Play
-Thournameat at. Murray
Country Club will fstart
Tuesday, July 9. The Second rbund will be on
Wednesday. July 10.
Diane Villanova and
-Pam Mavity are
chairmen for the tournament. They have
released the following
lineup to start Tuesday
on No. 1 Tee:
9 a.m.- Betty Lowry,
Betty Jo Purdorn, Mary
Bogard andJerlene
Sullivan.
9:10 a.m. - Frances
Hulse, Venela Sexton,
Faira Alexander and
Inus Orr:
9:20 a.m. - Toni Hopson, i:enevieve Logal.
1.:velyn .Jones and Judy

DAILY
Bargain Matinees
Cheri & Cine
All Seats $2.00
1 SO. 3 13 7 03. 3M
STALLONE

back as

RAMBO
First Blood
Part II

CINE 1&2
immeissum,
m. n

ST.ELMO'S

1

central center 793-3314

CHERI 3
I 30. 3 3.5. 7 M. 9 IS

STEVEN SPIELBERG
P-ese -,,C

me
GOONieS
I MI

35 7

Ik5, 9 IS

Latimer;
Cullom, Chris Graham,
9:30 a.m. - Sue Patty Claypool and TonBrown, Virginia da Thomas;
Schwettman, Ethelene
10:10 a.m. - Diane
McCallon and Kesha Villanova, Pam Mavity,
Sullivan;
Margaret Shuffett and
9:40 a.m. - Jane Nancy Fandrich.
Fitch, Martha Sue - • Ladies day-eA.4ents will
Ryan, Nancy be at the club - on
Haverstock and Naney Wednesday. July W.
SChempp.
A luncheon will be
9:50 a.m. - Molly served. at noon with
Booth, Euldene Robin- Lanette FfunT and Jenson, Sadie West and nifer Crouse listed as
Elizabeth Slusmeyer;
chairmen of the
10 a.m. - Rowtna hostesses. Reservations

should be made by today (Monday).
Other hostesses will
be Peggy Billington, Joy
Waldrop, Shelia
Farmer, Mayme Bryan,
Lynn Stout, Betty Buckingham, 'Mary Frank
Valentine, Jeannie Harrison, Pat Binford, Sue
Overbey, Wilda Purdom
and Pat Seiber.
Bridge-with- Susan
McKnelly' as hostess
will be played at 9:30
a.m.

The Murray-Calloway
County Hospital has
released the dismissals
for Wednesday, July ,3.
No newborns were listed
Mrs. Margaret M.
Maddox and baby boy,
310 North Eighth. St.,
Murray; Miss Mitzie J.
Gipson and baby boy,
Rt. 1 , Box 329,
Syrnsonia;
Mrs. Teena Lee Hack
and baby boy,ieRt. 2,
Calvert City; Mrs.
Cheryl A. Darnell and
twins, boy and girl, E-17
Fox Meadows, Murray;
Mrs. Fannie B.
Mohler. Rt. 1, Almo;
Leo G. Dean, 1002
Cowan St., Paris,
Tenn.; Daniel D. Bloem.
Rt. 6, Box 239, Murray 7
Mrs. Dorothy J.
Lawrence, Box 22.
Kirksey;
Charles Ray Boren,
Rt. 1, Box 147A, Almo;
Mrs. Nellie S. Fields.
Rt. 1, Box 4, Sedalia:Mrs. Louella Futrell,:
Rt. 1, Almo; Mrs. Gertie
B. Downs, Rt. 6,
Murray;

"

William M. Ray, Rt. 1,
Puryear, Tenn.;
Charles E. Windsor, Rt.
7, Box 349, Murray.;
Mrs. Vera Heater. 1604
Hermitage Dr., Murray; Mrs. Virginia I.
Swann, 700 South 16th
St., Murray;
Mrs. Mayme B.
Thompson, 305
Woodlawn, Murray;
Mrs. Sarah B. Ross, Rt.
2, Box 291, Murray:
Mrs. Bessie C. Hamlett,
Fern Terrace Lodge,
Murray;
William Harmon
Ross, Rt. 2, Box 291,
Murray; Mrs. Vennie L.
Bishop. Box 19. New
Concord; Mrs. Katie
Brownfield, West View
Nursng Home, Murray.

The Murray-Calloway
County Hospital has
released the dismissals
for Thursday, July 4. No
newborns were listed.
• Dismissals '
Mrs. Corinne G.
Boden, 1136 Chickasaw
Rd., Paris, Tenn.; Mrs.
Rebecca G. Shields and
baby girl, Box 85, New
Concord;
Mrs. Sandra K.
Bynum, Rt. 1, Box 271,
Almo; Mrs. Lucene
Thompson, Rt. 3, Box
9-202 Richard, Fulton;
Mrs. Edith S. Mathis,
Rt. 4, Box 700, Murray;
Graham B. Jones, Box
876, Murray; Joe
Eugene Tarry, Rt. 5,
Box 729, Murray; Mrs.
Ruby Kindred, New
Concord.

IDEO TAPE •
%CR RENT-ti,ti
Num. sat. II am III pm
Sun. i pm
pm

The Murray-Calloway County La Leche
League will meet Thursday, July 11, at 7 p.m. in
the h6me of Rise Saboohi and Belinda Bohnert,
located at 903-B Northwood, road to right of
CaMs AMS Jeep and look for blue light. The topic
discussed will be "Advantages of Breastfeeding
to Mother and Baby." This is the first topic in a
-series of four meetings with each meeting to
have a different topic. Guest leader is Debi
Hensley from Paducah. Babies are welcome.
Persons do not have to be a nursing or pregnant
mom to come to the meetings. For more information call Stephanie Peacock at 436-2227.

Local persons recently dismissed from'
Paducah hospitals include the followingr'Ronald
Pearson of Murray and Herbert Underwood of
Hazel, Western Baptist; Charlene Allen and Annelie Hoffman, Murray, Lourdes.

JPAA plans meeting

Maj. David H. Leeper, son of William D. and
Ruby M. Leeper of Rt. 1, Paducah, has completed the U.S. Army Command and General
Staff College regular course at Fort Leavenworth, Kan. The I0-month course at the Army's
senior tactical school produced graduates who'
are competent military problem solves. Emphasis was placed on career development for the
officers' future duties as a senior commander or
staff officer. Leeper now will serve with the 5th
Infantry Division, Fort Polk, La. He received a
doctorate in 1966 from the University of Kentucky, Lexington. His wife, Sandra, is the
daughter of J.W. and Ovetha Williams, Rt. 7,
Murray.

Citizens for Better Education in Calloway
County will meet Tuesday, July 9, at 7 p.m. in the
meeting room of Calloway County Public
Library. All members and interested persons
are invited to attend.

'chestnut St. 753-3314

.Murray Drive-1ne

Tennis play on Tuesday

HUCK NORRI.. S

Jane Rogers
°N753-9627
201 S.
,

Highway 121 South

Katherine Marie Walston,
fiancee of GregoryJohn Hoover

Wayne and Lilly Williams of the University
Church of Christ will participate in a Campaign
for Christ on Grand Cayman Island during July
12 to 20. They will join with a group from
Magnolia Bible College of Kosciusko, Miss. They
will contact prospective Bible study opportunities and visit various members of the Grand
Cayman Church of Christ while there. Mr. and
Mrs. Williams have made two previous trips to
the island in 1978 and 1981.

Education event Thesday

"WEIRD

Mr. and Mrs Charles H.
Walston of Murray announce the
engagement of their daughter,
Katherihe Marie, to Gregory
John Hoover.
Mr. Hoover is the son of Mrs.
Emma Lou Pickeral of Venice,
Fla., and of John Hoover of
Frederick, Md.
Miss Walston is the granddaughter of Mrs. al.therine Hall
of Napa, Calif., and the late
James H. Apman, and of Mr.
and Mrs. Earl C. Nanny of
Murray.
The bride-elect, a graduate of
Murray High School, received
her degree in Finance and
Economics from the University
of Kentucky where she was a
member of the Kappa Kappa
Gamma social sorority.
Mr. Hoover is the grandson of
Mrs. Arlindas De Veillers and
the- late Mr. De Veillers of
Bridgeton, N.J., and of Clarence
Hoover and the late Mrs. Hoover
of Woodstown, N.J.
The groom-elect, a graduate
of Bridgeton Senior High School,
graduated from the College of
William and Mary,
Williamsburg, Va., where he
was a member of the Phi Kappa
Tau social fraternity.
He is owner of Restaurant Services, Inc., Braddock Cove
Seafood House, Hilton Head
Island, S.C.
The couple will be married in
an outdoor wedding at the Murray Woman's Club House, Murray, on Saturday, Sept. 14.

LaLeche Group will meet

"What's New Sibling Preparation Class" will
be Tuesday, July 9, from 6:30 to 7:30 p.m. in third
floor classroom. Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. The class is designed to help make it
easy for other young children in the family to accept and adjust to the arrival of a new brother or
sister.

CLINT
r EASTWOOD I
PALE
RIDER

Arnold
Schwarzenegger
THE TERMINATORr 0:41 S
Tue. Is $5.00 A Carloado

.4"/

Local,couple plans trip

Sibling Class Wednesday

Double Feature

Walston-Hoover wedding planned

DATEBOOK

.01

•
•
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Dismissals released by hospital

BACK
To The
FUTURE el
*

CODE OF
SILENCE

f() Burkeen

The Tuesday Group of Ladies Tennis of Murray Country Club will play Tuesday. July 9, at
8:30 a.m. at the club courts. Pairings are as
follows: Court One - Marilyn Germann, Ann
Kelly Bolin. Renee Wynn and Vicky Holton;
Court Two - Pat Seiber, Cindy Dunn, Ann Uddberg and Norma Frank; Court Three - Becki
Wilson, Vickie Jones, Jan Seargant and Eileen
Portner.

WATCH
THE "WEIRD AL"
YANKOVIC
"DARE to BE
STUPID
INTERVIEW" ON
MURRAY
CABLEVISION
CHANNEL 34
TUESDAY JULY 9t
AT 4:00 p.m.
AL" YANKOVIC

*See Local Media Ask Stupid Questions
*See Al Give Stupid Answers
*Win 2 Tickets To His Stupid Concert
You Might Win 2 Free Tickets And A
Chance To Meet "Weird Al" Backstage
At MSU's Lovett Auditorium

Watch Channel 34 Tuesday July 9th
At 4:00 p.m.-You Might Win!

CAS E
N

Bel Air
Shopping ContorVI51

MURRAY

Call
753-5005

The Jackson Purchase Archaeological
Association will have Its monthly meeting on
Tuesday. July 9, at 7:30 p.m. in the Circuit Court
Room at the Graves County Courthouse,
Mayfield. All members and anyone else who is
interested in archaeology are urged to attend.

Singles meet tonight
The Single Connection will have a planning
team meeting tonight (Monday)..at 7 p.m. at
Billie's house. This will be to help plan the
August and September newsletter. Persons are
asked to bring program and activity ideas. For
information call 759-4045.

Circle plans luncheon
The Faith Doran Circle of the First United
Methodist Church Women will have a luncheon
meeting on Tuesday, July 9, at noon at the Colonial House Smorgasbord. All members and interested.persons are invited to attend.

J.PGNE BITTS

Patients dismissed

Allen finishes training
Army National Guard Pvt. Robert T. Allen,
son of Robert E. and Ima S. Allen of Rt. 6,
Mayfield, has completed basic training at Fort
Jackson, S.C.

Leeper completes course

'Exciting bachelors' named
NEW YORK - Actor
Warren Beatty, tennis
pro John McEnroe,
comedian Eddie Murphy and New York
Mayor Ed Koch are four
of the "Ten Most Exciting Bachelors"
recently selected by the
Hollywood Bachelorettes Association.
Mayor Ed Koch?
"His spirits are contagious," the group said

about the author of the
best-selling book
"Mayor."
Rounding off the list
of ultra-desirables were
actors James Caan,
Matthew Broderick and
Lee Majors, basketball
star Kareem AbdulJabar, Los Angeles
Lakers owner Jerry
Buss, and Robin Leach,
host of "Lifestyles of the
Rich and Famous."'

759-4588

Dixieland Center

Give Us

Is
Going Out
of Business

An

For The Times
Of Your LIFE!

Stor wi

.st-71401.

COUPON
'Receive Two Prints For
The Price of One
Expires July 15. 1985

(Limit One Coupon Per
Customer And One
Coupon Per Roll).

The owners of J.P. Nesbitt's are
moving from Murray. John Paul &
Trisha Nesbitt wish to express
their appreciation to their
customers & say "Thank You" for
a great 8 years of business.

40

Hour...

2 day service on Black &
White processing, slide
film (E-6) processing and
Wallet size prints.

Snap Shgli,
Photo'

Off
°

uSe

PAPER

1, Hour Photo Developing
Olympic Pim. Murray. KS
759-9347

N MON HOU SAT SAM mil PM
Aim. Peer Owe. MO one
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Local couple honored, anniversary

ATTEND CONVENTION — Those from Calloway County High School Beta Club attending the
national convention in New Orleans, La., were, from left, front row, Missy Ainley, Dana Cunningham,
Carrie Paschall, Rhonda York, Angie Haley, David Rogers, Jody Lassiter, back row,Jerry Ainley,
Betty Riley, Molly Imes, Jody Lambert, Marilynn McCallon,Libby Welch and Michael Parks. Not pictured
are Sandra Gallimore and Judith Ainley.

Mr. and Mrs. Bryan
Galloway of Rt. 8, Murray, celebrated their
50th wedding anniversary on Sunday, July 7.
A tea was given, in
celebration of the occasion by their daughters.
Mr. and Mrs.
Galloway were married
on July 13, 1935, at the
home of Squire McDade
in South-Fulton, Tenn.
Their attendants were
Mr. and Mrs. Hafford
West.
Mrs. Galloway, the
former Jolumie Orell
Windsor, is the daughter
of the late John and Lala
Windsor of Calloway
County.
Mr. Galloway is the
soila of the late Zelda and
Abner. Galloway of
Calloway County.
They are the parents
of three daughters Mrs. Anna Wright, Mrs.
Sandy , Spiceland and
Mrs. Debbie Tidwell.

Mr. and Mrs. Bryan Galloway -

Oaks Country Club
Women plan golf,
bridge Wednesday.

STUDENTS TOUR — The delegation from Beta Club of Calloway
County High School toured New
Orleans. La., while there for the national convention. Pictured with
St. Louis Cathedral in background
are, from left, Michael Parks, Angie Haley, Jody Lambert and
Betty Riley.

Calloway group attends convention
Members of the Beta
Club of Calloway County
High School attended
the National Beta Club
Convention held June 12
to 14 at New Orleans,
La.
The group attended
the usual workshops, exhibits and viewed the
Quiz Bowl competition.
Mississippi State
Patrolman Pete Collins
who had visited
Calloway County High
School was one of the
featured speakers. His
subject was "So You
Think You Are Going To
Live Forever."
During the general
-session the Calloway
group heard several
speakers and saw the
winning talent competition from each state
represented. The winning talent entry from
Kentucky was from
Christian County High
School, Hopkinsville,
who placed third in the
nation.
Kentucky had the second largest delegation
at-the convention. Mrs.
Betty Riley, Calloway
sponsor, was recognized
at the convention for her
attendance at five national conventions.
Jerry Ainley, principal at Calloway, is a
member of the Kentucky Beta Council.

SOe

At the Sponsors' Luncheon, Mrs. Riley also
was recognized and
presented a gift for having the most years, 29,
as Beta sponsor.
The convention in 1986
will be in Washington.
D.C., but in 1987 the convention will again be at
the Galt House,
Louisville.
While in New Orleans
the group toured the
French Quarters, took a
boat trip to the site of
where the Battle of New
Orleans was fought; and
toured an old plantation
house, Beauford House,
used as headquarters
for the battle.
The group made the
trip in one of the school
buses of Calloway County Board of Education
with the principal, Jerry
Ainley, as driver.
Jeanette Cooper,
daughter of Mr. and
Mrs, Jackie Cooper of
New Orleans, formerly
of Murray, saw the
Calloway bus in the
parking lot. She left a
note asking the group to
call her at her home
there. The group called
Miss Cooper, a graduate
of Murray High School,
and trilked with her
about her life there in
New Orleans.
Enroute home the
group stopped at Not-

toway Plantation near
Baton Rouge, La.; spent
the night at Natchez,
Miss., to visit
Longwood, antebellum
house; and toured a candy factory where the
first Coke was made at
Vicksburg, Miss.
Another incident occurred as the group was
stopped at a gas station
in Jackson, Miss. A
woman saw the
Calloway bus and asked
the group if they knew
any Rileys in the area.
The woman was Mabel
Odle, cousin of Mrs.

Riley's late in-laws, Mr.
and Mrs. John Riley,
whose husband is a Baptist minister.
Students making the
trip were Molly Imes,
Carrie Paschall, Jody
Lambert, Rhonda York,
-Michael Parks, David
Rogers, Angie Haley,
Marilynn McCallon,
Dana Cunningham,
Jody Lassiter and Libby
Welch.
They were accompanied by Mrs. Riley,
Mrs. Sandra Gallimore,
and Mr. and Mrs. Ainley
and daughter, Missy.

CHAPERONES — Calloway County High
School Beta Club attended the national Convention in New Orleans, La. Chaperones were, from
left, Jerry Ainley, Judith Ainley, Sandra
Gallimore and Betty Riley.

Ladies day events at
Oaks Country Club on
Wednesday, July 10, will
include bridge and golf.
Bridge will be played
at 9:30 a.m. with Joyce
Thomas listed as the
hostess.

Berlene Brewer, third
(tie), Mable Rogers and
Laura Parker;

Golf will start at 9:30
a.m. with Melva Hatcher, phone 753-9517, as
hostess. Anyone not in
the lineup but desiring
to play may come and
be paired at the tee.
Anyone listed but
unable to play. should
call Mrs. Hatcher.

Second flight —
Shirley Wade and Doris
Rose tied for first with
count back Wade won
first and Rose second,
Mary Wells, and Helen
King, tied for third;

The lineup is as
follows:
Tee IA — Laura
Parker, Maxine
Pranger, Martha
Broach and _Jennifer
Crouse;

tarn..‘ortaa. footwear-

First flight
Sue
Wells, first, Sue Stone,
second, Grace James,
third;

...step lightly with a little "English Sole.'

ON THE SQUARE • MURRAY
Classic Ladies Footwear

50%

Third flight — Mary
C. Lamb, first, Irene
Woods, second, Doll
Redick, third;

Off
Large selection of name brand shoes

Fourth flight — Erma
Tutt, first, Bronda
Parke-r, second,
Frorence Hensley,
third;

Low putts — Sue
Tee 1B — Berleqe
Wells;
Brewer, Bronda
Most fun — Melva
Parker, Vickie --Oliver
Hatcher.
and Sue Stone;
Tee 2 — Grace James,
Mable Rogers, Florence
Hensley and Kathryn
Outland;
Tee 3A — Linda
Oliver, Erma Tuck,
Shelba Barnett and
Carol Dick;
Tee 38 — Sue Wells,
Doris Rose, Sally Ann
Sawyer and .Doll
Redick;
Tee 4 — Mary C.
Lamb, Irene Wood,
Mary Montgomery and
Mary Heitz;
Tee 5 — Martha Butterworth, Crystal
Parks, Mary Wells and
Marlene Beach;
Tee 6A — Helen King,
Melva Hatcher, Belinda
Elliott and Lou Darnell;
Tee 7 — Shirley Wade,
Kathryn Outland,
Peggy Noel and Jane
Barnett;
Tee 8 — Essie
CaldwelL, Earlene
Woods, Linda Roach
and Hazel Beale4
Tee 9— Martha Ryan.
Murelle Walker, Ann
Perrin and Carolyn
Parks.
Winners from golf
play on Wednesday, July 3, have been released
by Helen King, hostess.
as follows:
Medalist — Shelba
Barnett, second,
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SAVE EVERYDAY ON
EVERY PRESCRIPTION

Our Most Important Service
*New Computer
*Compare our generic prices and
brand name prices before filling
your prescription
*Generics can save you 5.0%-75°.
on your prescription.
*Save more dollars with more service.
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* Dresses
*Suits
* Blouses
*Tops
*Skirts
*Co-ordinated Sportswear
*Shirts
*Shorts
*Sleepwear
*Pants
*Socks
*Handbags
'Belts
*Jewelry
*Swimsuits

All Spring & Summer
Clothing 1/2 Off

Save 20% to 75%
All dinnerware and
pottery patterns,
crystal, stainless
and silver
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Coming community events are listed
Monday,July 8 Monday,July 8
Organizational
AA and Al-Anon will
meeting for Support ,have closed meetings at
Group of Parents on In- 8 p.m. at First Christian
fant Monitors will be at Church, Benton. For in7:30 p.m. at Community formation call 753-0061,
Hospital, Mayfield. For 762-3399, 753-7764 or
Information call 766-1465 753-7663.
or 753-8384.
————
The Sing- le Connection
Annual Hospice will have a planning
Volunteer Training Ses- meeting at home' of
sion will be from 6 to 9 Billie at 7 p.m. For in.
p.m. in third floor formation call 759-4045.
classroom, Murray-.
————
Community ImproveCalloway County
ment Volunteers of
Hospital.
4Murray-Calloway
————
Kentucky -Barkley Chamber of Commerce
Bass N' Gals will meet will meet at 4:30 p.m. at
at 7 p.m. at The Boston Commerce Centre.
Tea Party.
Tuesd- ay,July 9
'-Sing Out, Ken"Wierd Al Yankovic"
tucky!" program will be will present a program
at 8 p.m. in Convention at 7:30 p.m. in Lovett
Center, Kentucky Dam Auditorium, Murray
Village State Park.
State University.
————

Tuesday,July 9
Tuesday,July 9
Murray TOPS (take Thelma Parker, 809
off pounds sensibly
Poplar St.
Club will meet at 7 p.rn.
at Health Center.
Parents Anonymous
————
will meet at 6 p.m. For
Murray Lions Club information call
will meet at 6:30 p.m. at 762-2504.
Murray Woman's Club
————
House.
Story Hours will be at
————
10:30 a.m. and 3:30 p.m.
AA will meet at 8 p.m. at Calloway Public
at American Legion Librat'y.
Hall, South Sixth and
————
Maple Streets.
Rebecca Whittaker
———— Group of First Baptist
Group II of CWF of Church Womert will
First Christian Church meet at 2 p.m.' with
will have a potluck lun- Velma Wisehart.
cheon at noon at home of
Estelle McDougal.
Senior citizens ac————
tivities will be at 9:30
Women of First a.m. at Dexter
Center;
Presbyterian Church from 10 aTin. to 2 p.m.
at
will have a brown bag Hazel and
Douglas
luncheon at noon at. Centers; from 10 a.m. to
church.
3 p.m. at Ellis Center.
————
————
Murray Star Chapter
Representative of
No. 433 Order of the Social Security will be
Eastern Star will meet at Robert 0. Miller
•
at 7:30 p.m, at lodge Courthouie Annex from
hall.
10 a.m. to noon.
WASHINGTON (AP) gotten."
————
————
Nevertheless, it ap— Nancy Reagan
Health Express of
Faith Doran Circle of
celebrated her 64th bir- peared likely she still
thday Saturday wittt would get a present Murray-Calloway Coun- First United Methodist
President ,Reagan at from the president. "I ty Hospital will be at Church Women will
FIVE GENERATIONS — Mrs. Nora Dodd, seated, is,pictured with four Camp David and invited would anticipate he'll Cuba Grocery at Cuba meet at noon at Colonial
other generations in her family. They are Mrs. Virginia Parker, standing their longtime friends, give her something but from 9 to 11 a.m. and at House Smorgasbord.
————
left, her daughter: Mrs. Patricia Ahart. standing right, daughter of Mrs. Charles and Mary Jane he's keeping it a sur- Bob and Ann's Market
Jackson Purchase ArParker and granddaughter of Mrs. Dodd; Daron Ahart, center, son of Mrs. Wick, to join them for prise,'' said White at Sedalia from 12:30 to
chaeological AssociaAhem grandson of Mrs. Parker and great-grandson of Mrs. Dodd; and dinner and a birthday House deputy press 2:30 p.m.
tion will meet at 7:30
Felicity Ahart, held by her father. Daron Ahart, and granddaughter of Mrs. cake.
secretary Peter
————
p.m. in Circuit Court
Ahart, great-granddaughter of Mrs. Parker and great-great-granddaughter
The president quoted Roussel.
Living with Diabetes Room,
Graves County
of Mrs. Dodd.
his wife last Tuesday as
Mrs. Reagan was Group will meet at 2
Courthouse
, Mayfield.
saying that the return of born in 1921 but fre- p.m. in third floor
————
the 39 American quently cites 1923 as the classroom of MurrayFirst round of Ladies'
hostages from Beirut 'year of her birth, shav- Calloway County
Club Medal Play Golf
This Is 'sour Personal Imitation
was "the greatest birth- ing two years off her Hospital.
Tournament will begin
day present she's ever age.
— --To Hear
at 9 a.m. at Murray
What's New Sibling
Country-Club.
Preparation Class will
————
be at 6:30 p.m. in third
Citizens for Better
floor classroom of
Best-selling records of Adams
Education in Calloway
5. "Everybody Wants Murray-Calloway Coun- County" will
week
the
July
based
of
7
meet at 7
Preached At
on Cashbox magazine's To Rule The World," ty Hospital.
p.m. at Calloway Public
————
nationwide survey were Tears for Fears
Library.
6. "In My House,"
as follows:
"Sing Out, Ken1. "Sussudio," Phil Mary Jane Girls
tucky!" program will be
Bazaar Workshop will
Collins
7. "Angel," Madonna at 8 p.m. in
Convention be at 10 a.m. at First
8. "Would I Lie To Center,
2. "A View To A Kill,"
Kentucky Dam United Methodist
You," Eurythmics
Duran Duran
Church.
State Park.
Sermon Bring l our Bible
9. "Everytinie You Go
3. "Raspberry
— -- —
Beret," Prince and the Away," Paul Young
Prayer Coffee by
—.
Wednesday,July 10
10. "Voices Carry," Murray
Revolution
Christian
Hazel and Douglas
4. "Heaven," Bryan 'I'll Tuesday
Women's Club will be at Centers will be open
Sers ices Nightly
9:30 a.m. at home of from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.

Mrs. Reagan has birthday

Top records a're released

The Gospel Of Christ

Coldwater Church Of Christ
July 8th Thru 12th

60.4pet

N

7:30 p.m.

,

Lexie RayBob Hale

c

;

By TOM HOGE
AP Wine sad Food Wilier

Mon. July 1 thru Sat. July 13
Specializing in quality used Childrens
clothing. 0-6X and nursery equipment.
Murray
Mori.-Set. 9-4
900 Coldwater Rd. 759-4577.'"

Song Director

Larry N\ isehart

Summer Sole
10% to 50%
Off Storewide

Lexie Ray

,

* * ** *PRICES GOOD YOKE SUPPLIES LAST* * **
We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities

D
Hours:
, Warehouse Foods monday
Prices

Richtex

& T

)

It's The Total On The
That Counts

4. .Tape

Shortening

0.

Thru
__
Saturday , _.. w
,
8-7
„
,

Good While Supplies Last!

•

42 Oz.

$ 1 36

623 South 4th St. Across from Murray Drive -In Theatre "

.

Lynn Grove
Large

I Dog Food

% Milk

Doz.

530 $

Vlasic
Hamburger

Trail
Blazer

Turner

Eggs

Dill Slices

790
32 Oz. Jar

69

$369

GM.1

R.C. Cola 12 Oz. Can, Case '5.89

Sausape Potatoes
10 Lbs.

Hot or Mil

1
$ 1 49 $ 1 49
,
! I Lb.
1

,
t

1

•

Wisk Laundry Detergent Gal. '5.14
Kelly's
Luncheon

Meat 12 Oz..

————
Diet and Diabetes
meeting will be at 2 p.m.
In third floor classroom,
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
————
"Sing Out, Kentucky!" program will be
at 8 p.m. at Kenlake
State Park.
————
Ruth Wilson and
Wesleyan Circles of
First United Methodist
Church will meet at 7:30
p.m. at church.
————
Murray Bass Club is
scheduled to meet at
6:30 p.m. at Sirloin
Stockade.
———
Pottertown
Homemakers Club will
meet at 11:30...a.m. at
Lake Barkley Lodge.
————
Events at Calloway
Public Library will include Parents and
Two's at 9:30 a.m.;
Story Hours at 10:30
a.m. and 3:30 p.m.

wine added.
During World War II,
Samuel Butler, the millions of eggs
were
English poet, once com- dried and shipped to the
mented that the hen was troops overseas, to be
an egg's way of making re-created into omelets
another egg.
and scrambled eggs, but
Be that as it may, it they were never the
has been found that on' same.
the average, a hen will
One of the hardest
lay 12 eggs for every things to make is
a good
four pounds of feed it poached egg. There are
consumes — about 200 molds that turn them
eggs a year.
out rather hard and
America is a nation of square in shape, but it is
egg eaters.. We eat them generally acknowledged
boiled, fried, scrambl- the French method is
ed, poached, shirred, best. This ,consists of
coddled and deviled, as rotating boiling water
in
well as in bakery and a pan with a long spoon
other products. Our egg and at the right moment
dishes are legion, rang- popping the raw egg into
ing from a simple the center. The egg
omelet to the epicurean must not be more than
eggs benedict in which a two days old, or the
poached egg is placed white may separate
on an English muffin, from the yolk.
topped with a slab of
Older eggs do have
ham, and the whole lot their place, however.
blanketed with hollan- For one thing, if you boil
daise sauce.
a very fresh egg, it is
A favorite dish is the nearly impossible to
souffle, which ranges peel it. Better to use an
from a simple mixture egg that is four or five
made mainly from eggs days old.
and cream to a mixture
Eggs can serve as the
featuring Swiss cheese, main course for lunch or
nutmeg and chives, with supper, as in this recipe
perhaps a little white for a mixture of eggs

potatoes and cheese.
4 large eggs,
separated
4 cups seasoned, hot
mashed potatoes
2 cups grated Swiss
cheese
2 tablespoons finely
cut chives
2 tablespoons chopped
green pepper
2 tablespoons chopped
parsley
2 tablespoons diced
pimento
% teaspoon black
pepper;
Dash paprika
Beat egg whites until
they peak in the bowl.
Beat yolks, one at a
time, into hot mashed
potatoes in a second
large bowl. Stir in
cheese, chives, green
pepper, parsley, pimento and black pepper.
Fold in beaten egg
whites and stir until no
sign of whites remains.
Spoon mixture into a
6-cup baking dish, well
buttered. Bake in a
375-degree oven for 40
minutes, until the mixture is puffed and
golden. . Sprinkle with
paprika and serve.
Makes 6 servings
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Sandwich Mate Cheese 12 Oz. 99c

Red

Erwins

;
;
.
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KIDS! KIDS! KIDS! Special egg recipe given by writer

Speaker

Regular Minister

Wednesday,July 10 for activities. by senior
citizens.
————
Ladies day events at
Murray Country Club
will Include golf at 9
a.m., bridge at 9:30 a.m.
and luncheon at noon.
—
Ladies day events at;
Oaks Country Club will
include golf and bridge
at 9:30 a.m.
————
Health''Express of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital will be at
Harpole's Grocery at
Farmington from 9 to 11
a..m.'and at Bank of Farmington from 12:30 to
2:30 p.m. Dr. Michael
Ridgley, oral surgeon,
also will conduct free
examinatons of mouth
for cancer.
————
Bereavenment Skupport Group will meet at
9;30.a.m. in third floor_
classroom, Murray.
Calloway County

Sunlight
Dishwashing.

Deter9en
$

1

591 5/$ 1.

I

8 Pk. 160L.

12 Oz.

$ 1 39
Plus Deposit

$ 1 39

Coke or Diet Coke 6 pk 12 oz. Can '1.59

Frito-Lay ,
Grandma

Reelfoot

Bacon

Cookies
Reg. '1.79

$

119

Turner Ice Milk Y2 Gal. '1.19
.
-.-

0 WHILE St/PPM IASI'

3.

3 Oz.

Reelfoot Dinner Franks 1 LB. $1.29
.......

Pepsi,
I Diet Pepsi
or Mt. Dew

Kenlake State Resort
Park's German's Night
Buffet

Kelly's

Potted Meat

in
th
ji

so

July 10th
Time 5 p.m.-9 p.m.
$895 Adults—s495 Children

s:
a

Ap9alizaralLS019
Black Forrest Tea, Port Wine Soup, Marinated Herring in Sour Cream, Marinated
Beef Tongue.
Salads
Tossed Green Salad, Pickled Beets & Onion Salads, Cucumbers in Sour Cream,
Entrees
Roast Loin of Pork stuffed with prunes, Sauerbraten Mit Spaetzels (Marinated
Sweet & Sour Roast Beef), Fricassee of Chicken with Dumpling, Kessler Ribs
Smoked Pork Chops), Bratwurst Mit Bier (German Sausage simmered
In Beer).
Vegetables
Creanied spinash with hard cooked eggs, Bavarian Red Cabbage, German
Bouillon Potatoes, Buttered Rutabagas, Potato Pancakes.
Dessert Table
Assorted German Desserts

Live Dinner Music For Your Enjoyment.

KENLAKE STATE
RESORT PARK
94 East

Aurora, Ky.

474-2211
of,

Anewswasepoweelesanslasaiewmmonner.
s
—

,
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Enix tells oflatest Tenn-Tom conference
The Tennessee-Tombigbee
Waterway Development Aisthority and the Tennessee-Tombigbee
Waterway Development Council
have announced plans to jointly
sponsor the 1985 TennesseeTombigbee Waterway Development Opportunities Conference.
The session will be held in .
Mobile, Alabama September 4-6,
1985.
"This Conference is the third of
Its kindwith over 1,000 people
fMom 23 states participating in the
past two- sessions," noted Z.C.
Enix of Murray, Ky., ViceChairman of the 5-state•
Tennessee-Tombigbee Waterway
Development Authority. "With
the opening of the waterway in.
January, 1985, a major meeting
of this kind to focus on the issues
In developing this waterway is
most important at this time," ac-

cording to Enix. The 1985
Development Opportunities Conference serves as an open forum
for the States, counties, shippers
and others in the private sector to
'compare notes' and receive
firsthand information on potential development opportunities offered by the Tenn-Tom.
The completion of this waterway is an addition to the system
that links some 25,000 miles of inland and coastal waterways in
the United States. These waterways serve 38 of the 48 contiguous
states and carry 2 billion tons &freight annually. Tenn-Tom is an
important addition to this national transportation system.
The newly founded Tennessee.
Tombigbee Waterway Development Council will hold its first annual meeting during the Conference. "The Council is very

pleased to have the opportunity to
join with the Authority in sponsoring this most important
meeting of the year for the waterway,'t stated T.L.(Bud)Phillips
of Columbus, Ms, the Council's
President. "Although the Council
is less than one year old, over 200
members from the private sector
throughout the, nation have
already joined the organization to
work together in developing this
waterway." The September
meeting in Mobile will be the first
opportunity thise members have
had to' meet together, hold elections and conduct other business,
according to Phillips.
Nationally recognized and
respected leaders in the areas of
water
traneportation
and
economic development are being
tapped to head formal conferences and seminars for the

tz.)

1985 Conference. Highlights of-the
program include: Prospects for
Economic Development on the
Tenn-Tom; Users' Prospective:
What's-Right ad What's Wrong;
Financing for the Entrepreneur;
Packaging the Waterway Region
for Recreation and Tourism;
Economic Growth to 1990; International Trade Overview;
Regional Development Opportunities; and Growth Industries
on the Tenn-Tom: forest products,
chemicals
and
agri-tiusiness.
Advance registration is required for the Conference, which
will be held at the Riverview
Plaza Hotel and Convention
Center, Mobile, Al. Additional information about the activities
may be obtained by writing Post
Office Drawer 671, Columbus, MS
39703-0671 or call 601/328-3286.

Stuff pboko by Dav{d Tuck

Nancy Meloan will chair St. Jude's Hospital
Bike-A-Thon in Murray; dates to be released
The Central Regional Office of
St. Jude Children's Research
Hospital has announced that Mrs.
Nancy Meloan will chair the St.
Jude 'Children's Research
Hospital Bike-a-Thon in Murray.
St. Jude Children's Research
Hospital was founded by entertainer Danny Thomas. The institution opened its doors to the
public in 1962 to combat
ctastrophic diseases which afflict
our children. St. Jude Hospital is
non-sectarian,
nondiscriminatory, and provides
total medical care to over 4,200
patients.

At St. Jude, scientists and
physicians are working side by
side seeking not only a better
means of treatment, but also the
causes, cures and prevention of
these terrible killers.
All findings and information
gained at the hospital are shared
freely with doctors and hospitals
all over the world. Thanks to St.
Jude Hospital, children who have
leukemia, Hodgkin's disease,
sickle cell anemia, and other
child-killing diseases now have a
better chance to live.
The Bike-a-Thon program is
dedicated to "Jaime." Jaime is
from Ohio and Was diagnosed

with leukemia in May of 1983, and
begin treatment at St. Jude
Children's Research Hospital.
Today, her cancer is in remission
and she is doing quite well. Jaime
is a living example of the progress and success of the
research, patient care, and
educational programs of this internationally recognized hospital.
We sincerely appreciate the
concern that Mrs. Meloan has for
our work and we hope the citizens
of Murray will support the Bikea-Thon this fall to help provide
the funds' that are needed to
preserve the worlds greatest
asset..."Our Children."

By Abigail

Father's Day Founder Thought
Every Dad Should Have His Day

Three Murray men were arrested Saturday night in
Paducah following a raid of the
Club Attitude on North 13th
Street:
,
Rick Hopkins, 28, Murray was
one of five people to be arrested
after police raided the private
club about 1 a.m. Saturday, tising a search warrant. Hopkins,
the club manager and lessee of
the building, was charged with
three counts of permitting the
sale of alcoholic beverages
without a license.

CHECK PRESENTATION — Dwain Taylor, of Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, presented a $100 check to the
Calloway County Disaster Emergency Service. Accepting the check Is DES treasurer Chris Loftis.
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Murray men
arrested in
Paducah for
the wrongful
sale of booze
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Also arrested were Dwayne
Hurley, 29, of Paducah, charged
with three counts of permitting
the sale of alcoholic beverages
without a license; and Edward
Squires, 23, and Danny Hutson,
.24, both of Murray, were charged with one count each of the
same charge, according to the
Paducah City Police.
A fifth arrest involved a youth
who was charged with underage
drinking and.possession of false
identification.
Alcoholic beverages were confiscated, according to police
reports.

- DEAR ABBY: lnia recent column,
DEAR ABBY: I'll cry tomorrow
you said, "Many ,believe 'that for that poor secretary who was
Father's Day was invented by upset because her boss was so
merchants who saw a way to play "insensitive" that he wished her a
on the sentiments of the bung happy Secretary's Day over the
public and stimulate business. Look phone. ("No flowers, no lunch, no
what Mother's Day has done for the nothing," she whined.)
florists, greeting card people and
Since when does a bows owe a
retail merchants!"
secretary anything besides a pay•
May I inform you that Father's check? If a boss feels compelled to
Day was originated in 1910 by "do something special for his or her
Sonora Louise Smart Dodd of secretary, fine, but must it be done
Spokane, Wash.
because someone declares a National
Mrs. Dodd's motherdied when she Secretary's Day?
was 16, and her father assumed the
By the way, I'm neither a boss nor
responsibility of raising the six a secretary. I'm a housewife-who's
children."He was a kind and loving thinking of inventing a National
man,but a very strict disciplinarian," Wife's Day.
she _recalled -later,"bu t..he kept the
JODY REIN HARDT
family together and happy."
•5 5
After listening to a sermon on
Mother's Day, Mrs. Dodd told the
minister that she was pleasedthat a
CONFIDENTIAL TO MS.
day was set aside to honor mothers, LEIGH ENGELBRECHT IN
but she thought the same should be BOUNTIFUL,UTAH:Yes,I, too,
done for fathers.
am a committed anti-vivisectionTo make a long story short, the ist. You and I are in good
local ministers met at Spokane's company,witness this statement
YMCA building .and Mrs. Dodd from one of the world's greatest
presented a petition asking that the humanitarians:
third Sunday in June be set aside as
"Those who test operations or
Father's Day.
drugs on animals, or who
The idea was promptly endorsed inoculate them with diseases so
by the ministers and quickly gained that we may be able to help
the support of such national figures human beings by means of the
as' William Jennings Bryan and results thus obtained, ought
Woodrow Wilson. It was officially never to rest satisfied with the
endorsed by Congress in 1914. Its general idea that their dreadful
founder, Mrs. Dodd, died in 1978.
doings are performed in pursuit
SPOOKY IN-SPOKANE of a worthy aim; it is their duty
a to ponder in every separate case
DEAR SPOOKY: Thanks for whether it is really necessary
letting me know who the mother thus to sacrifice an animal for
of Father's Day was.
humanity.They ought to be4illed
with anxious care to alleviate as
• * •
Much as possible the pain that
they cause. How many outrages
DEAR ABBY: I'm writing in are committed in this way in
response to "Frustrated in Phoenix," scientific institutions where
the secretary who chastised bosses narcotics are often omitted to
for forgetting "Secretary's Day." save time and trouble! How many
Not all secretaries share her view. I also when animals are made to
am one secretary who finds "Secre- suffer agonizing torture,only in
tary's Day" a pain in the neck. Good order to demonstrate to students
grief, I'm nearly 50, and I don't need scientific truths which are perto have my boss take me to lunch fectly well known."
and pat me on the head and tell me
DR. ALBERT SCHWEITZER
what a good secretary I am. I put up
* 5 *
with all that baloney year after year
until I couldn't stand it anymore. •
(Is your social life in a slump? Lonely?
Now I take my Vacation during (;et Abby's
updated, revised and exthat week so I can pretend it doesn't panded booklet,"How to Be Popular"
exist.
—for people of all ages. Send your
DARLING MOLLY name and address clearly printed with
a checlior money order for $2.50 and a

long, stamped(39 cents)self-addressed
DEAR MOLLY:Move over; you envelope
to: Dear Abby, Popularity,
have a like-minded sister in P.O. Box 38923, Hollywood, Calif.
Niles, Mich.:
90038.)

When you need a loan,
we've got the answer...

'Hitler Diary' case ends in convictions
HAMBURG, West Germany
(AP) — A Hamburg court today
convicted three West Germans
in connection with the $3.1
million sale of phony "Hitler
Diaries'' to Stern
newsmagazine, a deal prosecutors called the biggest
literary hoax of the century.
The court sentenced selfconfessed diaries forger Konrad
Kujau to four years and six months in prison for a fraud and
forgery conviction, while former
Stern reporter Gerd Heidemann
received four years and tigitk
months imprisonment for fraud
in procuring the 60 volumes for
the magazine.
The five-judge panel gave Kujau's girlfriend, Edith Lieblang,
44, eight months probation for
receiving stolen property —
some of his earnings from the
forgeries.
Under the West German legal
system, a person found guilty of
a crime is sentenced in the same
court session, and defendants

can be credited for prison time
already served.
Heidemann, 53, and Kujau, 47,
have been held in "investigative
custody" for two years. Pro-

secutors had asked for a sevenyear sentence for Heidemann,
six years for Kujau, and a oneyear suspended sentence for Ms.
Lieblang.

Ongoing investigation into
arson ring in Calloway has
resulted in still more arrests
The arrest of two Murray
residents brings to nine the
number of arrests made in an
ongoing investigation, by the
Kentucky State Police and the
Murray Police Department, into
auto theft operation in Calloway
County.
Arrested were Richard Allen
Morgan, 23, and charged with
—second degree complicity to
commit arson, burning personal
property to defraud an insurer
and conspiracy to commit theft
over $100; and Christopher A.
Taylor, 23, charged with

criminal facilitation to commit
arson-second degree. Both men
have posted bond and have been
released since their arrest
Friday.
It was June 13 that the Kentucky State Police reported five
arrests following a three-month
investigation into the theft' and
burning of vehicles for profit.
Two more arrests were made
last week, with more arrests expected in the ongoing investigation, according to Troopera Dennis Crawford

No question about_ it. At Lincoln Federal
well go Out of our way to make money available
for you.
--Money for new cars, family vacations, home
improvements, medical bills, or a college
education._

""ialiVit'%Th1.1.‘Th.laWS-1-11•1:11. lailariViii•-11,WitlatIA

res
Citizens
Senior
Just for You

Look to Lincoln Federal. When vou need a
loan, we've got the answer.
YES.

Every Monday through Wednesday receive a
;4)1
FREE drink with any meal.
Menu Sampler
,tvek*:

Dockside Platter
8 Oz. Chopped Sirloin
Salad Bar

—

*2"

P.S. Be sure to let.the cashier
know you're "Young at heart"
(55 ye.ars or above).

*2"

Hwy. 541 North, Murray, Ky.-Open 4 p.m. Mon.-Sat. 753-4141

•qualified applicants onlv
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M-CC Sr. Babe Ruth
squad sweeps 4-game
weekend home stand

Major League players
cant decide: strike
or not, on what date?
By DICK BRINSTER
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK AP — While major league
baseball players are split on the issue of staging
a strike this season, they also' are .divided over
when to walk out should they fail to reach a settlement with club owners.
In an Associated Press sttractliy of 516 players,
opinions ran the gamut from a call for an
almost-immediate job action — including a
boycott of the All-Star Game on July 16 — to
waiting until after the season to make a stand.
But the most common sentiment -.expressed in
the survey of all 26 teams, conducted in the last
two weeks, was for-a late-season strike

Late-season strike favored
August 16 seems like a good time because it
would give the.parties time to wait until an impasse develops," said'pitcher Dave Smith of the
Houston Astros.
The Overriding theme among the players, who
already have given union leaders approval for a
strike, was to use the threat of a walkout as
leverage in negotiations with the owners. The
Major League Baseball Players Association has
accused the owners of dragging their feet.
"Set a date for -a midseason strike," said
Charlie Moore of the Milwaukee Brewers. "That
will show the owners that we mean business and
maybe things will get done."
Only seven players interviewed favored
boycotting the All-Star Game, but the reasoning
was consistent with the desire of players to bring the owners to the bargaining tale with
serious proposals.
"Get something done and- get it done quick,"
Joe; Nolan of the Baltimore Orioles said in
casting his vote for an All-Star Game boycott.
- Some players said they would not want to see
an encore of 1981, when the only in-season strike
in history shut down the game for seven weeks.
The owners declared half-season winners and
4.0ubsequent divisional playoffs, an action some
of the players vehemently oppose.
"I don't want a split season," Butch Wynegar
of the New York Yankees said in proposing an,..
.Aug. 15 walkout that would preclude such an arrangement, "July 15 is a hair too early and Sept.
15 is much too late."
"I'd favor a strike 'date sometime in late
August when the pennant races are interesting
and TV revenues are starting to cover more,
crucial games. said John Franco of the Cincinnati Reds.
Most players, regardless of when they felt a
strike would be cn their best interests:-saidsetting a firm date for a walkout would benefit
their cause.
-Strike now if thaCs what you have to do,"
said George Frazier of the Chicago Cubs. "You
could play for 10 years without an agreement."
Some would like to see an earlier walkout.
"I would- favor a midsummer strike to force
the owners' hand and make them settle," said
Dave LaPoint of the San Francisco Giants.
"Otherwise. it could go on forever."
_ A lateseason. strike c.ould_ _work for the_
players, some
insist. reasoning -that-they-will
..
have been paid for virtually the entire season,
while the owners would lose valuable television
revenue should postseason play be curtailed.
"We'd be foolish to strike during the season
because then we wouldn't get paid," said Graig
Nettles of the San Diego Padres. "1 A postseason
strike might only hurt 100 players instead of
650."
And there are those who believe they have
nothing to gain by a walkout. among them San
Francisco's Bill Laskey.
"I'd prefer playing until it's settled." Laskey
said. "You keep playing, you get paid."

On The Run
(Above) Murray Calloway shortstop
Mark West (11) chases
a Marshall County
baserunner in a successful rundown in Sunday's 10-0 M-CC victory
at Murray State's
Reagan Field. The MCC Senior Babe Ruth
squad swept a fourgame weekend series
against Marshall Cotqu,
ty and Livingston County. (Left photo) Pitching a one-hit shutout
In the first game Sunday was Murray's Rick
Grogan (4) who aided
his own cause by scoring on this RBI single
by teammate John
Mark Potts.
Photos by Jim Rector

By JIM RECTOR Sports Editor
If Saturday and Sunday serve as a previe.w for
the upcoming Senior Babe Ruth baseball tournament, the Murray-Calloway squad should' be
wearing the.championship title by next Sunday
afternoon.
In games Saturday, host Murray-Calloway
crushed Livingston County, 17-1 and 18-3 at the
old city park. In Sunday's action at Murray
State's Reagan Field,. the M-CC squad hogtied
visting Marshall County, 10-0 and 12-2.
Friday the M-CC crew hosts Marshall County
again, this time in the first-round game of the
district tournament in a game set to begin at 7
p.m.
Saturday the winner of Friday's game plays
Livingston County at the old city park in Murray.
Sunday the championship game will be played
and afterwards the Senior Babe Ruth All-Star
squad will be selected.
° After last weekend's performances, Murray.
Calloway anticipates a healthy contingent to
make All-Star status.
In Saturday's first game against Livingston,
Mitch Grogan fanned six and allowed only two
hits in pitching the 17-1 M-CC victory. Mark West
hit a triple, scored four times and drove in two MCC runs.
Chris Padgett added a double in a 3-for-4 day,
John Mark Potts went 3-for-5 and scored three
times, Shawn McClure rapped a triple and Mitch
Grogan went 2-for-3.
In the second game starter Rusty Wright was
relieved in the second inning due to a pull muscle
and Greg Futrell stepped in to scatter four hits
and strike out two for M-CC.
M-CC had big hitting Verformances from Jay
Watson who'welt 3-for-5 with a triple, John Mark
Potts and Todd Ross both went 2-for-5 and West
was 2-for-3.
Aunday Rick Grogan pitched a one-hit shutout
with eight strikeouts and three walks.
The M-CC sluggers backed Grogan with 13 hits
in the 10-0 shutout, shortened in the fifth inning
by the 10-run rule.
West was a perfect 4-for-4 with four RBI.
Padgett was 2-for-3 with two RBI, and Potts
scored three times in a 2-fot:4 Orformance.
The nightcap at Reagan Field saw Wright scatter four hits 'and strikeout six while stopping
Marshall County in six innings, 12-2.
MC scored its runs on eight hits — two by
Potts (2-for-3) and two .more by Brad Skinner
(2-for-4).
- The four-game sweep over the weekend improved the M-CC league record to 7-1 and 15-4
overall.

M-CC Babe Ruth 13s
play for title tonight

By CHRIS EVANS
Sports Writer
Rain may have briefly
delayed the 13-year-old
Babe Ruth District XI
All-Star baseball _tournament this weekend at
Ty Holland Stadium, but
It certainly did not
hamper the Murray
stars who face Livingston County tonight
at 6 p.m. fctr the
championship.
The opening round of
the three-day tournament was cancelled Friday night due to rain,
but an action packed
Saturday put the tournament back on schedule.
Four games were completed and Murray was
the only team
undefeated at the end of
the day.
In the first contest
Caldwell County was
knocked _ off by Livingstbii County 10-3, as
victim No. 3,500 on April
Aaron and (Eddie) Injury.
"Those little type hit- Willie Stamps went the
17, 1983.
Mathews," Ryan said.
Although his fastball, ters that just choke up distance on the hill for
Ryan has compiled "I've been here' long which still occasionally and get the bat on the the victory.
his strikeout record enough for the new stars reaches speeds of 98 ball like a Larry. Bowa,
Trigg County jumped
through more than 18 to develop, like the Mike miles per hour, ge4e4- he doesn't strike our a out to a 5-0 lead over
seasons, eight with the Schmidts, the Pedro most of the attention, lot," Ryan said. "The Murray in Game Two,
California Angels after Guerreros and the (An- Ryan says he and other guys that strike out but enjoyed the lead onbeing traded by the dre) Dawsons."
strikeout artists are ef- more are the power hit- ly briefly. The local
Mets and 52i with the
Ryan has shown fective because of the ters because they're go- favorites picked up four
Astros, whom he joined remarkable endurance breaking pitches.
ing to be aggressive runs on three hits in the
as he continues to
as a free agent in 1980.
While fans like to see even with two strikes.
third inning and were •
"I came up when lengthen his lead over Ryan facing the power
down by only one.
there were still people Carlton, who has not pit- hitters, it's usually the
"They also hurt you
A pair of singles and a
like (Roberto) ched since June 18 singles hitters that give more if you make a sacrifice fly
by Joey
_Clemente. (Hank) because of a shoulder him the most trouble.
mistake."
Waller gave Murray the

'K.leader stretches lead over Carlton to A5

Ryan sidetracked in bid for No. 4,000 by grand slam"homer
HOUSTON 1 AP ) —
Houston pitcher Nolan
Ryan, baseball's alltime strikeout king. had
his bid to become the
fritt major-league, pitcher to-reach the 4,000
career strikeout
milestone sidetracked
by a grand slam home
run Saturday night.
Ryan fanned three
batters over four innings against the Montreal Expos increasing
his career total to 3,993:
But-,-a fourth inning
grand slam by Tim
Wallach retired Ryan
with an 85:strikeout lead
over Philadelphia's
"Steve Carlton. No. 2 on
the all-time strikeout
list-at 3.908.
Carlton currently is
on the Phillies' disabled
list.
Ryan yielded six hits
and walked five batters
in Saturday's mediocre
performance.
The no-hit specialist

tr,

GRAVEL
We Haul
Coldwater
Pit Gravel
435-4343
435-4319

— Ryan is the all-time
leader with five nohitters — likely will get
hiS next chance at 4,000
strikeouts Thursday
night in the Astrodome
against the New York
Mets. for whom he
made his major league
15itching debut in 1966.
Ryan, 38, got his first
strikeout as a Met on
Sept. 11, 1966 when''he
fanned Atlanta's Pat
Jarvis and he's kept up
the beat through two
decoades.
Other milestone
strikeouts for the
fireballing right-hander
also have been against
The Associated Press
Montreal batters, inIt was as long a game
cluding the record - as has been played in
breaking 3.509th whiff of the majors this year,.,
Expos infielder Brad and the Astros dropped
Mills on April 27, 1983. it.
That strikeout pushed
The Montreal Expos
Ryan ahead of Hall of won 6-3 over Houston
Fame pitcher Walter Sunday iff19 innings, the
Johnson.
major leagues' second
Montreal's Andre 19-inning game of the
Dawson was strikeout season and the second in
four days. They got the
victory on a three-run.
rally prectpttbAkd
two-out throw dropped
Ke.i( STLiMP REMOVAL
-by first baseman Enos
44 • t on ••••00r. 10,001101 .0
Cabell.
ground
, 14 bv,r,.
Singles by Vance Law
4114
415
o•
415 4)4)
and Andre Dawson,
NI' Now Neuf PO Grovel
r followed by a strikeout

Another 19-inning marathon game logged in NL
•

and a fly, put runners on
first and third in the top
of the 19th. Al Newman
bunted to third baseman
Denny Walling, who
threw to first in time to
nab Newman. But
Cabell dropped the ball
on the fly, letting Law
score.
Mitch Webster walked, loading the bases,
and Mike Fitzgerald lined his second two-run
iiTnglelor insurance.
In other National
League games, San
Diego beat Pittsburgh
3-0; St. Louis beat Los
Angeles 7-1: Chicago
beat San Francisco 6-5;

and Cincinnati beat
Philadelphia 3-2 in 10 innings. New York swept
two games from Atlanta, 4-0 and 8-5.
The only other g'ame
as long was the New
York Mets' 16-13 victory.
over Atlanta on July 4.
Sunday's game took' 5
hours, 12 minutes to
.
play.
Floyd Youmans, 1-0,
pitched the last three iflflings for his first major
league victory.
Youmans also learned
Sunday that he was
demoted to the minor
leagues.
"I feel good for my

first major-league win,
but I'm disappointed
I've got to go back to the
minors," Youmans
said. "I'll just have to
work real hard and
maybe I'll be back
soon."
The Expos took a 3-2
lead in the 18th inning
when Terry Francona's
single scored Newman,
who had doubled. But
Youmans couldna hold
the lead.
Cabell walked and
Mark Bailey singled
him to third. Cabell was
out in a rundown when
Craig Reynolds grounded to second, .with

lead 6-5 in the fourth
before Trigg tied the
contest in the fifth
inning.
Murray used a fourrun rally in thesixth and
added a pair of insurance runs in the top
of seventh to gain the
victory for starting
hurler Kevin Turner.
In the losers' bracket
Trigg eliminated
Caldwell County 13-2 in
five innings before Murray finished Saturday's
action by handing Livingston a 14-4 loss and a
ticket to the losers'.
bracket.
•
Murray pitcher Kevin
Tucker got the win as
the first of three
hometown hurlers to
work against the Livingston squad.
Offensively. Tucker
was perfect at the plate
gTiing 3-for-3 with two
RBI. Bruce Thurmond
also drove in a pair of
runs and • pounded out
three hits in four trips to
the box.
Sunday Livingston
County put Trigg out to
pasture with a one-run
decision, 14-13, and
earned a berth in the
tournament finals
tonight against Murray.
Livingston, coming
from the losers' bracket
of the tournament, must
beat Murray twice for
the crown, while the
tourney hosts need only
one victory to clinch the
title and advance to the
next segment of postseason All-Starpplay in
Hoekinsville.

Bailey taking second on
the play. '
After Bob Knepper,
pinch-hitting for fetllow
pitcher Mike Madden
struck out, Bill Doran
singled Bailey home.
Reynolds was out in
another rundown, between second and third,
ST. GERMAIN-ENand the game continued. LAYE, France ( AP ) —
Montreal took a 2-0 Severlano Ballesteros
lead against starter Joe
won his third French
Niekro in the mcond on Open 'title Sunday with
Fitzgerald's first twoa final round 69 for a
run single. Houston cut. 263, defeating Sandy
the lead to 2-1 in the
Lyle by two shots.
third on Jose Cruz's RBI
The 28-year -old
single and Niekro singl- Spaniard picked up a
ed home the tying run in winner's prize of
the sixth.
,$16,500.

Ballesteros,
wins third
French Open
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Semifinal wrapup:

yams'TAM FOOTBALL LSAOUll
19116 Players At A Glance
AN nine.EDT
QUARTERFINALS
Saturday's Game
Birmingham 22. Houston 20
Surtrbes Games
Memphis 48. Denver 7
Oakland 30, Tampa Bay 27

Monday's Game

Baltimore 20, Ne'w Jersey 17

StMIPINALS
Saturday, July 6

Oakland 28, Memphis 19

Sunday. July 7
Baltimore 28, Birmingham 14

CHAMPIONSHIP
Sunday, July 14
At East Rutherford. N.J

Oakland vs Baltimore. 8 p m

ingham's defense," said
Stars' Coach Jim Mora,
"but their defense may
be easier to break a big
play on than it is to gain
a simple four to five
yards."
Nevertheless, said
Birmingharn Coach
Rollie Dotsch, "There
were no surprises.
Everything they did and
executed we had practiced for."
•

, Quarterback Cliff
Stoudt, who threw ,the
interception to Sutton on
the game's third play,
said Sutton "got a good
jump on the ball, read
the route well and made
a great defensive play."
Although Stoudt passed for 327 yards, he said
there "were times I
wish I could have just
crawled into a hole."
He missed ,several
receivers, intentionally
grounded the ball once,
and passed at other
times to men who were
covered while other
receivers were open.
With the game decided, Birmingham got two
late scores on a 14-yard
pass from Stoudt to Joey
Jones and a 1-yard run
by Joe Cribbs, Birmingham's leading runner for the season, who
was held to only 13
yards by Baltimore.
Birmingham ended its
current season with a
14-6 record. The atten-

dance was announced as
23,250.
At Memphis, quarterback Bobby Hebert
completed 18 of 33
passes for 276 yards and
two touchdowns to pace
Oakland into the title
game.
"They've got one of
the most impressive
passing games I've
seen," Memphis Coach
Pepper Rodgers said.
"Hebert is a tremendous passer and we did
everything we- knew of
to stop Anthony Carter
and we never could
come up with'the right
kind of coverage."
Both of Hebert's scoring passes went to
Carter, who caught nine
passes for 154 yards.
The Showboats, who
finished 12-8, took a 10-7
halftime lead on running —back '
- Anthony
Parker's. 23-yard
scarriper up the middle
on a draw play and a
34-yard Alan Duncan
field goal.

Teenager Becker shocks Wimbledon
By HAL BOCK
AP Sports Writer
Martina
WIMBLEDON, • Navratilova clinched
England (AP) — And a
her fourth conchild shall lead them.
secutive Wimbledon
One by One, the finest
men's tennis players in
singles title Saturday
the world — John
with a 4-6, 6-3, 6-2 vicMcEnroe, Ivan Lendl,
tory over arch-rival
Jimmy Connors and the
Chris Evert Lloyd.
rest — found themselves
eliminated from the days, Becker won
prestigious All England Wimbledon.
Championships.
He is the youngest
And when the once- player ever to capture a
lush green grass on Grand Slam event and
Wimbledon's storied the first unseeded
Centre Court had been player to take this title.
beaten into brown dust, In fact, no unseeded
a child led them.
player had ever won so
Boris Becker of West much as a single finalGermany, not yet old round set in the 99-year
enough to vote or drive, history of these Chamtoday owns tennis' most pionships before Becker
cherished champion- came along to WIJI the
ship. He'd celebrate whole thing.
with champagne, but
Becker's booming
he's not old enough to serve and acrobatic
drink, either.
-Style Punctuated'a -sunOn the seventh day of splashed English afterthe seventh month, at noon, a day in marked
the tender age of 17 contrast to the rainy
years, 7 months, and 7 fortnight through which

American Kathy
J ordan and
Australia's Elizabeth
S mylie upset
Navratilova and Pam
Shriver 5-7, 6-3, 6-4
Saturday to win the
women's doubles
title.
this soggy tournament
had sloshed.
He subdued Kevin
Curren 6-3, 6-7, 7-6, 6-4
on Sunday and, after it
was over, he looked like
a football lineman who
has spent a day in the
trenches. His shirt and
tennis shorts were
grimy, crusted with dirt
that he wore like a
badge of honor.
"Getting dirty is my
way to play," he explained simply_ "When I
am diving, then I am
getting dirty."
What can you say?
Kids get dirty.
Becker's accomplishment is like having a

high school seniot win
the seventh game of the
World Series or throw a
touchdown pass in the
Super Bowl. It just isn't
done. But the blond kid
from West Germany did.
it, with zest and with
style.
If there was pressure,
if he felt nervous to be in
the Centre Court
-spotlight, it never showed. He played cool, controlled tennis,
deliberate and decisive.
After one point he whimsically retrieved a loose
ball with a soccer kick
that was a throwback to
his sports' heritage,
before he chose to concentrate on tennis.
Curren admired his
opponent's poise.
"When I was 17, I was
brought up in a totally
• different.atmosphere
and would have been
totally intimidated," he
said.
Becker won the
Queen's Club, tradi-

tional grass court
warm-up for the All
England. Johan Kriek,
beaten. in the final,"
sounded a warning for
Wimbledon, saying that
Becker would be - a
threat here.
No one took that
seriously, not even
Becker, who said Sunday that after Queen's
he still didn't believe he
could win Wimbledon.
But he weaved his
way through the
128-player minefield,
dispatching one opponent after another with
his booming serve and
masterful ground
strokes.
And at the end, he was
the only one left, alone
at the top of the sport's
most important tournament, younger than
Wimbledon's junior
champion, 18-year-old
Leonardo Lavalle of
Mexico.
A child had indeed led
them.

Mike Wilkins

doubles championship
by beating John
Lankford-Tyler Prince,
6-3, 6-4.
Wilkins was half of the
doubles team, along
with Murray's Shawn
Parker, that won the
Kentucky high school
state championship this
year. Lankford,
ironically, was on the
Louisville Sayre doubles
team that lost to
Wilkins-Parker in the
state title match in
Lexington.
In other championship action Sunday,

Murray's Ellen HoganHoke lost to Cates
camp lostin the finals of (playing in two diviboth the girls 15-16s sions) in the girls
singles and doubles.
10-under singles, 6-2, 6-2,
In singles she lost to 'lithe only match played
Kelly Haskins, 6-2, 6-3. in that age group.
Haskins' father Jack
In another one,match
Haskins was recently championship, Cathy
hired as the new head Thweatt and Stacy
football coach at Whaley of Lone Oak
Calloway County High.
defeated Robin
.Hoganearpp and Brantley and Murray's
Haskins later teamed in Leslie Foster, 6-0, 6-0, in
the girls 15-16 doubles, girls 18s doubles.
but lost to Ferris Newell
In boys lOs doubles,
of Memphis and Ginger Russ Adkins and Brent
Smith of Mayfield, 7-6, Keller of Murray lost in
7-6.
the finals, 6-4, 7-6 (7-3)
In the younger ranks to Jason Green Eui‘John
where many of the Schaefer.
championships were
Adkins also lost in the
decided on Saturday, championship of boys
Heather Hughes of Mur- 10-under singles to.
ray won the girls Green of Owensboro,
12-under singles by 6-0, 6-7, 7-5.
beating Renee Cates of
John Mark Hall,
Central City, 6-4, 6-4.'In another Murrayan, lost
doubles, Hughes and in the consolation finals
of the way.
Beth Wilson defeated of boys 18s singles, 6-1,
• Nicklaus, however.
Tara Wood and Mur- 6-0, to Britt Latham. No
wasn't through.
ray's ,Rebecca Hoke in other consolation
"Going down the 16th,
the championship.
results were available.
I thought I needed 4-4-4
(a birdie-par-birdie
finish). If I get that,
Curtis will have to play
a lot of golf to beat me,"
Nicklaus said.
And, at one point,
Nicklaus had a chance
at it. He had a two-foot
birdie putt to move into
a tie for the lead on the
16th — and missed.
That left Strange in
the lead and killed
Nicklaus' challenge.
For the seventh time,
$
2475 per [110
Nicklaus was a runnerup in the Canadian
1985 Chevette 2 Dr.
Open, a title he has yet
to win:He had a closing
on 48
11 I 11/Selt 1.1111 11.•ISII. pit/
iv I•11,1•
round of par 72.
.inti tillie fees
• Norman, the defending champion, birdied
the 18th hole to finish off
a 73 and tied Nicklaus
S. 12th St
for second at-281.
Murray, Ky.
Finishing at 282 were
502-753 2617
Fuzzy Zoeller, Johnny
Miller,Peter Jacobsen
and Bill'Sander.

Strange assured of best PGA year
after winning Canada tournament
OAKVILLE, Ontario
(AP) — Curtis Strange,
the first three-time winner of the PGA Tour
season, is assured of the
best year of his career.
"And it's not over,('
Strange said Sunday
after scoring a twostroke victory over Jack
Nicklaus and Greg Norman in the Canadian
Open.
"I want to make the
most of it. It's already.
my best year. I've never
won three times in a
year before," Strange
said. '
-!'.Now, I've put myself
in trf&Weip to do some
"Inflier,nhe money winning record, things
• hke that. I don't know
when I'll ever be in this
position again."
SArange, given
breathing zoom when
Nicklaus' challenge faded in the stretch, held on
with a final round of 73
and won what he called
"a big, big tournament,
the biggest I've ever

won," with a 279 total,
nine shots under par on
the aim Abbey Golf
Club course.
It was worth $86,506
and put him in position
to break the tour's alltime single-season
money-winning record.
Strange now has
$520,081. The record- is
$530,808, set by Tom
Watson in 1980.
His first target comes
up this week in the
Anheuser-Busch Classic
at his home in
Williamsburg, Va.
He also must make a
decision on whether to
play in the British Open,
two weeks 'away. "I
havep't decided yet," he
said.
Strange held a twoshot lead when play
started in the f_l•!.7
round. Nicklaus birdied
three of four holes in one
stretch and tied him on
the eighth, but Strange
regained the lead with a
10-foot birdie putt on the
ninth and held it the rest

YOUR MORE THAN ONE COMPANY AGENCY
LINDY SUITER

7538355
•

Major League Baseball Standings
Moor League Baseball

AMERICAN LEAGUE
East Denson

49 32
45 33
43 35
41 37
40 40
34 41
25 54

West Division
California
Oakland
Seattle
Chicago
Kansas City
MinnesOta
Texas

Toronto at Seattle
Boston at Oakland

.
L

Toronto
Detroit
New York
Baltimore
Boston
Milwaukee
Cleveland

44 34
4.2 38
41 39
39 38
40 39
35 43
31 50

Saturday's Games

Pct

575
525
4
513
5
506 54
506
5%
449 10
383 15%

nn

NATIONAL LEAGUE
East Domain

se

605 577
2%
551
4%
526 6%
500 8%
468 10 I
316 23

W I
46 32
46 35
44 35
11
37
35 44
27 .51.

St Louis
Montreal
New York
Chicago
Philadelphia
Pittsburgh
San Diego
Los Angeles
Cincinnati •
Houston
AUanta
San Francisco

West Denson
47 33
42 34
41 37
11 40
34 45
31 50

Saturday s Gamed

Pct

G8

596 ,568
557
2%
526
5
443 11%
346 19
588 531' 1
526 - 5
506--.
'6%
430 12%
383 16%

Loa Angeles 8, St Louis 3
New York at Atlanta ppd rain
San Francisco 6, Chicago 1
N_
Houston 8* Montreal 7
Cincinnati 1. Philadelphia 2
Pittsburgh 8 San Diego 7

Baltimore S. Kansas City 3
Oakland 5. Toronto 1
_Boston 7, California 5
Chicago 6. Cleveland 4, 10 Innings
Minnesota at New York, ppd. rain
Detroit 4. Texas 3
Seattle 5, Milwaukee 3

Sunday's Games

Sunday's Garnes

Cleveland 10. Chicago 3

New York 3. Minnesota 2. 11 innings 151 game
New York 14. Minnesota 2, 2nd game
Kansas City S. Baltimore 4
California 8, Boston 3
Toronto 8, Oakland 2
Milwaukee 2. SeatUe 1
Detroit 5, Texas 3

Monday's Games

New York 4.,Atlanta O. 1st game
York & Atlanta 3.. 204 game
Cincinnati 3, Philadelphia 2, 10 innings
San Diego 3. Pittsburgh 0
St Louis 7 Los Angeles 1
Chicago 6. San Francisco 5
Montreal 6. Houston 3. 19 Innings

Monday's Games
San Diego I Deleon 0-21 at Chicago
Frazier 3 2,
susp game
Loa Angeles I Valenzuelwe.8 • at Pittsburgh
DeLeon
2-11), In,
New York ;Lynch 5-5. at Cincinnati i Price
2-2,..n,
Montreal ,Gullirkson 7-5, at Atlanta 'Mahler
II 7 ,.
n•
San Francisco , LaPoint 3-7, at St Louis , Arulioar
14-3). int
Philadelphia ;Hudson 37i at Houston , Knudson
0-0i. in,

Tuesday's Games
San Diego at Chicago
Los Angeles at Pittsburgh, In
New York at Cincinnati. in •
Montreal at Atlanta, in)
San Francisco at St Louis.", n
Philadelphia at Houston. in,

Chicago at Detroit, In)
Texas at Cleveland. In)
Minnesota at Baltimore, in)
Kansas City at New York, In)
Milwaukee at California. In)

Major League Baseball Leaders
AMERICAN LEAGUE
BATTING (195 at bate) R.Henderson, New York, .358.
Brett, Kansas City, .344; Boggs.
Boston, 335: P.Bradley, Seattle.
320: Molitor, Milwaukee. .315
RUNS - R Henderson, New
York, 67, Ftlpken, Baltimore. $9.
Whitaker, Detroit. 58: Molitor:
Milwaukee, 56. It.Davis, Oakland.
54
RBI - Mattingly. New York. 58,
Baylor. New York, 54, K.Gibeon,
Detroit. N. Brunamiky, Minnesota.
53: Kingman, Oakland. 53: Rice.
Boston, 53: FUpken...BalUrnore. 59.
arm -- Bone. Boston. 105:
P.Bradley, Seattle, 101, Puckett,
Minnesota. 97; Butler. Cleveland.
96: Garcia, Toronto. 96; Wilson,
Kansas City. 96.
DOUBLES - Mattingly. New
York, 23: Gaettl. Minnesota. 22:
Boggs. Boston. 21. Buckner.
Boston, 21: Cooper. Milwaukee, 21,
TRIPLES - Wilson. Kansas City, la: Puckett, Minnesota, 9:
Cooper. Milwaukee, 8: Butler.
Cleveland, 7. Fernandez. Toronto.
5: f.Bradley, Seattle. 5

NATIONAL LEAGUE
BATTING 1195 at bats) McGee, St.Louls.. .351, Herr.
St Louis. 338, Cruz, Houston. 312,
Guerrero. Los Angeles.. 312,
Gwynn, San Diego, .311
RUNS - Raines. Montreal, 57,
Coleman. St Louis, 56. Murphy.
Atlanta. 56: Guerrero Lob Angeles,
53. Samuel. Philadelphia. 51, Sandberg. Chicago. 51.
RBI - Herr. St Louis. 63. Mur.
phy, Atlanta, 59, J.Clark, St Louis,
57, Parker. Cincinnati, 57,
G.Wilson, Philadelphia. 56
airs - Gwynn, San Diego. 100,
Herr, St Louis, 98, McGee.
St.Louls, 98, Parker, Cincinnati.
95. Garvey, San Diego. 91
DOUBLES - Madlock
Pitt.
sburgh, 21, Wallach. Montreal. 21 •
Gwynn, San Diego, 20. Herr,
-St.Louls, 20: Parker, Cincinnati 20
TRIPLES - McGee, St Louis.
10; Raines, Montreal. 8, Samuel.
Philadelphia.6, Coleman, St Loins.

.-•

5. G Wilson
Philadelphia, 5
Garner, Houston 5. Gladden. Sac
Francisco. 5
'HOME RUNS - Guerrero, Los
Angeles, 20; Murphy, AUanta. 20
Clark, St Louis, 15. Parker. Cin
clzmati. 14. 1 are tied with 12
- STOLEN BASES - Coleman
St Louts 55. McGee, St Louis,
Lopes Chicago. 32: Redus.
natl. 29, Samuel. Philadelphia, 27
PITCHING
7 decisions, Hawkins, San Diego. II 2. 846, 3 35
A.ndujar. St Louis,' 14-3, 824. 2 47
Darling. New York 8-2. ROO. 2 55
Gooden, New York. 11-3. 798. 1 75
Reuschel. Pittsburgh. 7.2. 776. 2 40
STRIKEOUTS - Gooden. New
York. 137. Ryan. Houston. 118
Valenzuela,.Los Angeles, Ill . Sot<
Cincinnati. 108. J.DeLeon Pitt
sburgh. 106
SAVES - Reardon. Montreal .22
Le Smith Chicago. 18: Gossage
San Diego 17, Power. Cincirinat.
15. Sutter. Atlanta. 15

Indy-style Auto Racing

HOME

RtINS,
Oakland, 21, Flak, Chicago, 19,
Brunansky. Minnesota. 18:
Presley. Seattle, is: Evans,
Detroit, 17: K.Gibson. Detroit. 17.
STOLEN BASES - R Henderson. New York, 37, Pettis. California. 30. Butler, Cleveland, 25: Collins. Oakland.25 Moseby. Toronto,
23.
PITCHING (7 decisional Guidry. New York. 10-3..769. 2.73.
J.Howell, Oakland. 8-3. 777. T:85.
Acker. Toronto, 5-2. .714. 273,
Cowley, New York. 7-3. 700, 3.42.
Key, Toronto, 7-3, 700, 2.59
STRIKEOUTS - Morris. Detroit.
100. Blyleven, Clevetand, 96,
F.Bannister. Chicago.' 94. Boyd.
Boston, 87, SUeb, Toronto. 87
SAVES - Hernandez, Detroit.
18: B James, Chicago. 17.
J.Howell, Oakland. 17, D.Moore.
California. M. Quisenberry. Kansas City, 16

CLEVELAND (API
— Al Unser Jr. raced to
his second Indy-car victory in eight days when
front-running Mario
Andretti's engine burst
into flames and stopped
three _ laps from the
finish of the Budweiser
Cleveland Grand Prix
Sunday.
Andretti was ahead
of the 23-year-old Unser
by a solid 35.9 seconds
on lap 84 of the 88-lap
e'Vent at Burke
Lakefront Airport

However, his Lola suddenly slowed, with
flames coming from
the engine compartment and Unser, winner of last week's U.S
Grand Prix at the New
Jersey Meadowlands.
roared past as Andretti
scrambled safely from
his car.
Unser averaged a
race record 124.081
mph, breaking 'the
mark of 118.734 set by
Danny Sullivan last
year.

THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY
901 S. SYCAMORE

753-8355

THE MOST EXPENSIVE
DIRT
YOU CAN BUY
•••••..

Clogged filters cost you money.
Dirty filters cause your air conditioning and heating system to
work harder and use more electricity This means you'll pay more
to stay cooler or warmer.
Check your filter regUlarly and clear or replace it when its dirty
You will be more comfortable and your electric bill will be lower

1

DWAIN
TAYLOR
CHEVROLET, INC.

901SYCAMORE

Tuesday's Games

Local netters fare well in Paducah tennis tourney
PADUCAH, Ky. —
Several local youth
competed in the
Paducah Sun Invitational Tennis Tournament over the weekend
with two winning individual titles and
several others losing in
the finals of their
respective age
divisions.
In championship matches Sunday at
Paducah's Noble Park,
Murray's Mike Wilkins
teamed with Chris
Dallas of- Paducah to
win the boys' 18-under

THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY
'BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH'. LIFE

Chicago I Nelson 4-3i at Detroit tPetry 10-6,. In,
Texas (Mason 5-7) at Cleveland (Heat on 4-101, in;
Minnesota IButcher 5-8) at Baltimore Dixon
43
in)
Kansas City ISaberhagen 8-4 • at New York
Itiekro
7.7i. (n)
Milwaukee (Darwin 6-8 1 at California tWitt
n•
Toronto (Stieb 8-5) at Seattle I Moore 7-4,, In,
Boston (Hurst 4-7) at Oakland 1Codiroll 8-4 ),
in )_

Navratilova handles Evert Lloyd

PAGE 9

SCOREBOARD

Baltimore, Oakland advance to finals
BIRMINGHAM, Ala. N.J., that will wrap up
(AP) — Kelvin Bryant the league's third
‘rdaid he was remember- season.
ing two earlier games
Birmingham. said
while scoring two long Bryant, "beat us two
touchdowns to lead the times in a row this
Baltimore Stars into the season. We wanted to
United States Football get this one because it
League championship was more important."
game.
Baltimore was
Bryant scored on a' leading 14-0, on a
70-yard pass, reception 36-yard interception
and a 76-yard run, both return by Jonathan Sutleague playoff records, ton and a 30-yard pass
and piled up 217 yards from Chuck Fusina to
as Baltimore built a 28-0 Victor Harrison, when
lead en route to a 28-14 Fusina and Bryant convictory over Birm- nected on a 70-yard pass
ingham in a.semifinal play.
game Sunday.
"We worked on that
Baltimore, 12-7-1, will pass the whole week,"
play in the title game for said Bryant. "It was
the third straight designed to isolate the
season. As the , middle linebacker," Bill
Philadelphia Stars a Roe.
year ago, they defeated
Bryant's lOng run
Arizona 23-3.
started as a simple play
This time the Stars over the middle, but he
will meet Western Con- sped past the
ference champion linebackers and outran
Oakland, 15-4-1 after a the only defender with a
28-19 win over Memphis chance.
on Saturday, in a game
"I have a lot of
at East Rutherford, respect for Birm-
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ELECTRICITY
Get the most for your moneys

Wet Kentuay Rural
Electric Coop.,Corp.
1-Uk•

753-5012
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FARM AND AG NOTES

Mirrray Ledger & Times

Farm acreage reports due.by July 15
Calloway County
farmers who have
planted corn and other
spring seeded crops still
have a few, days to
report the acreages to
the Agricultural
Stabilization and Conservation Service. The
final reporting, date is
July 15. Farmers who
meet this deadline will
avoid paying a late
reporting fee.

Program participants
are -required tei report
crops and acreages
planted and the uses to
be made of these crops.
acreage conservation
reserve, and acres
diverted for payment.
Farmers not ‘
- participating in the program need to report
their crops to insure
future benefits and to
protect acreage-bases.
After farmers report

their 1985 planted,
diversion, conservation
reserve and tobacco
acres, ASCS wig randomly check farms to
verify that the reports
are accurate.
To be sure,of planted
acres, farmers can request measurement service. For a fee, ASC'S
will measiire planted
crops before farmers
report acreages. The

fee covers the cost of the payments and land
farm visit and acreage diversion payments, the
determination: This is a entire farm must be cervaluable service hot on- tified correctly.
ly to producers participating in the acreage
Crops may be
reduction and land reported at any time
diversion programs, but between 7:30 a.m. and
to any farmer who 4:30 p.m. Farmers who
desires an accurate have not reported their
acreage for any reason. acreages are urged to
Before progiam _par- do so as soon as possiticipants can receive the ble.
The office is
benefits of price sup- located in the Bel Air
port, deficiency Shopping Center.
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Farmers busy in fields despite rain
Kentucky farmers for farmers who need to
spent the last week of complete harvesting and
June dodging raindrops planting, the rain will be
to
complete
their beneficial for our crops
fieldwork.
as we enter July," said
The rains.early that Agriculture commisweek allowed farmers sioner David E. Boswell.
only 4.5 days out of six to
Seventeen of the 29
work 'outdoors. When weather stations located
they could get into the in Kentucky recorded
fields, they were busy above-normal rainfall in
harvesting wheat for the last four weeks.
grain, planting soybeans
Approximately oneand milo, and baling hay fourth of the Comand straw.
monwealth's
corn
acreage is tasseling.
Soil moisture was Reporters for the Kenrated 73 percent ade- tucky
Crop
and
quate, 14 percent surplus Livestock Reporting Serand 13 percent short.
vice rate the crop as 33
"While the showers percent excellent, 55 perand thunderstorms have cent good. II, percent fair
been an inconvenience and I percent poor.

"With most of the
acreage laid by, this
year's crop is off to a
good start and growing
well," Boswell added.
Some yellowing due to
conditions
wet
in
Western Kentucky and
some rootworm damage
has been found, according to the reporting
service.
Soybean planting progressed to 82 percent
complete, the same as
this time last year and
ahead of the five-year
average of 78 percent.
Wheat
for
grain
harvest progressed well
last week and is 72 percent complete. This

allowed the planting of and two feet tall. Sevendouble-crop soybeans to teen percent of,the crop
follow quickly. The is more than two feet
average heightpl emerg- tall.
ed beans is eight inches.
Angular leaf spot and
The crop is rated 11 manganese toxicity are
percent excellent, 61 per- the most common procent good and 28 percent blems being reported
Grasshopper with the crop. So far,
fdir.
populations are increas- blue mold has not been
ing in no-till fields, and serious.
heavy rains in the West
have
caused
some
The sorghum crop is
replanting.
rated in mostly good conThis year's tobacco dition despite some
crop is rated 13 percent damage from grasshopexcellent, 68 percent pers. Approximately 45
good, 18 percent fair and percent of the second
1 percent poor, as of the cutting of alfalfa has
last week in June.
been
harvested.
Approximately 52 per- Pastures continue to be
cent - of'the tobacco rated in mostly good to
acreage Is between on
excellent condition.
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Committee reports progress on farm bill

.1\

Titanic tomatoes
Harold Humphreys, of Route'1, Puryear. shows off some of the super
-.teak and beef steak tomatoes he only recently harvested from his garden.
Humphrey,said that the large tomatoes were just a few of the oversized and
Juicy vegetables which he has been harvesting from his -garden this
Nunimer.

Hog market reports released
Harkrt Sr.., srrs ler
i•s5
Krnt.01., l'urt Nano Arra Hog Markel
a
ink stations
rt. 700 Rarro.•
Act
• hilt.. 'a1 lower sow, 400.40arr

s 1 2 210-240 10•.$40.50-50.00 0.0 50.25
949.75-49.75
s 2 200 210 lb.,
s 2 3 210 250 lb..
040.2549.75
34 25027)) lb..
048.25-40.25
Soa•
1.34.00-311.00
I 2 270 350 lb..

LS 1-3 300-450 lb..
I.'S 1-3 450-500 lb..
IS 1 3500-834) lb..
I'S 2-3 300-500
Roars 029.06-33.00

135.101•37.00
$37.101 38.50
03.4.00-40.50
$34.00.25.I)0

Farmers Have Enough
Problems Without
High Insurance Premiums.
Has your Farm Owners
Insurance Increased???
If so call

pm

Purdom,Thurman
& McNutt Insurance

753-4451
407 Maple
Southslde Court Sq.

SUMMER

WASHINGTON (AP)
- The House
Agriculture Committee
plans to begin a final
round of drafting a new
farm bill when Congress
returns to work next
week.
Rep. Kika de la Garza, D-Texas, committee
chairman, said Monday
the various subcommittees have completed
work on individual sections of the 1985 legislation. On July 9, he said,
the full committee will
begin drafting a final
package.
"My intention iS to

hold continuing sessions, including evening
meetings if necessary,
to finish work on this
package as quickly as
possible so we can have
a bill ready for consideration by the House
at the earliest possible
time," de la Garza said.
The committee's
schedule calls for three
days of work next week,
including evening sessions during the July
9-11 period. Additional
dates will be announced,
if needed, he said.
An aim is to have a
farm bill ready for

House .r debate this from current levels but
month, although other payable on 50 percent of
pressing business - in- each producer's
cluding a list of ap- acreage base rather
propriations bills - than on all of his eligible
could delay floor action land.
until after the August
Pfice support loan
recess.
rates - the amount a
According to commit- producer can borrow
tee staffers, the section from the government by
on wheat, feed grains using crops as collateral
and soybeans is shaping - would be based on 75
up this way:
percent to 85 percent of
There would be a four- the average of past
year program beginning market prices.
with 1986 harvests. It However, in years when
would continue target this would mean a
price protection for reduction in supports,
wheat and feed grains, the maximum cut would
with targets increased be 5 percent.

13

Also, the secretary of
agriculture would get
discretionary authority
to used a modified
"marketing loan" program for wheat and feed
grains to make U.S.
grain more competitive
on the world market.
However, producers
would have the right to
continue using the traditional price loans.
De la Garza and Rep.
Edward R. Madigan, RIll., the committee's
ranking GOP member,
stressed that it's important to farmers that the
panel act quickly,
_
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Ag specialists to attend performance training class
WASHINGTON ( AP )
- At least two dozen
$20-to-$25 per hour
-Agriculture Department public-information
specialists are being
sent to a four-day
private training class
this month to learn how
to improve their job
performance.
John McClung, the
department's director
of information, says the
classes are a "performance management

July3-20

seminar" and are part
of a program to upgrade
employee skills since he
took over the director's
job in May 1984.
So far, he told
reporters in an interview this week, the program has cost taxpayers an estimated
$16,000 to $17,000 for
payments to outside
ceinsultants. The classes
will cost $304.34 per
employee. Most of those
attending the course are
paid salaries in the
range of $40,000 to
$50,000 per year.
Paul Barlow, a

Washington social on Aug. 15-16.
"I come from the
psychologist and consul"There are thousands point of view that people
tant, said in the same in- of us around preying on want to do good work,"terview that he has been the government - as he said. "And
contracting his services well as private in- sometimes there are
with USDA agencies dustry," Barlow said. organizational as well
since 1967. The business "You see, if managers as personal problems
with McClung's office is would just speak more that kind of block,
the most recent, and has to their employees, we'd hinder, their capacity to
amounted to around just be out of bysiness." do that kind of stuff."
$15,000 in the last 14
Barlow, asked if that
months or so.
was the message he was
McClung, a former
Barlow is the main giving to USDA newsman, heads a staff
provider of training ser- managers, said he tried of about 125 employees,
vices in the information to make people aware of including those who put
office's program. He their impact and in- together news and
also will help conduct a fluence on others and to -feature material
for
two-day "retreat" for become more effective newspapers,
selected employees in personally as well as- magazines, television
Harper's Ferry, W.Va., within the organization. and radio stations.
•
•
•

Computer dating service established for cows
WEST SPRINGFIELD, Mass.(AP)
- A new computer
dating service for cows
aims to find them mates
in minutes, so they
won't have to stand
around chewing the cud
for a week.

Now thru July 20
Many
Lawn & Garden Items on Sale!
5% Sevin 1
Dust

''.
Garden Hoe

0102-19250

$189
$1111111111111

• er• •

7
!
''

Y.ar round Non .p.rtorrnanc•
to a carlobile 0052-14015

,•

Set

Reg sug pr $299

660

B-660
Grease
991..th
(Goo of 1.0-59.50)
Rag sug p. S.

Just A Few Examples of All The
Savings You Can Find At
Southern States.
Industrial Road
753-1423

Matchmakers at the
Holstein Friesian
Association of America
are investing $500,000 to
load their pedigree
records into computers
that farmers can tap into from their personal

DR.GOTT

B-6 may not
be the answer
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR GOTT - I've been taking vitamin B-6 daily for about five
months. I read that it helps reduce
some symptoms of PMS. but I haven't
really noticed any change. I still get
very depressed about a week before
'my period starts. Am I wasting my
money on this vitamin?
DEAR READER - You are wasting your money to use the vitamin for
the purpose you describe.
When a blood-chemical called serotonin - which_acl&op,,the brain -'is
depleij ierrie viorniri experience
depression. Serolonin may be depleted by cyclic variations in estrogen. so
pregnant women and those taking
contraceptive pills may experience
periodic "blues." Serotonin production may be low in the presence of B-

computers.
Within a year,
farmers,ivill be able to
register their calves at
birth. Later, when a: little barnyard romance is
called for, farmers tap
in again and get the
details on suitable

mates.
The computer system
was announced at the
association's Century of
Progress Sale at the
Eastern States Exposition, which continues
through Wednesday.

6 deficiency. However, B-6 deficiency the kindest adjective applied to lily
is exceedingly uncommon in the aver- answer. Since I don't intend to be
'insensitive to anyone who takes the
age American diet.
You won't be harmed by taking time to write me a letter. .let me
additional B-6, but if it hasn't helped, reformulate my response.
Plastic surgery can turn inverted
your depression. you should examine
other options. Some degree of depres- nipples outward. Plastic surgeons are
sion affects almost every woman listed in the Yellow Pages. and any
before her period. This is normal and reputable one can explain the proceordinarily requires no treatment. If dure and its risks'. The operation disyour depression is severe, an anti- rupts the milk channels, so future
breastfeeding is impossible I stand
depressant might help.
Because..the causes of premenstru- corrected on my original statement
al syndrome are not clearly under- that inverted nipples "behave
stood and treatment is far from con- normally" during pregnancy, several
sistently successful, I'm afraid that readers stated.that theirs did not, and
most women with mild forms of the some women noted that they had pain
disease will have to. wait for _a univer- and could nol breastfeed with invertsal antidote to become ava0able. You ed nipples. *cording-to one reader,
may want to ask your gynecolcrgist "nipple inserts" -- when worn in the
about your depression. perhaps he or bra,- give the appearance of nipples
she could further advise jou.
and are a less expensive and less tanDEAR DR. GOTT - What an inap- gerous option than surgery
propriate answer you gave to the 19I am gratsful to those readers who
year-old girl 'who had inverted were kind enough to share their opinnipples' When a young woman is - ions and experiences. They seemed to
"different." it ,can have a traumatic realize that their sexuality and selfeffect on her self-concept as a female worth did not depend on the anatomy
Why not give her the information she of their nipples That was the point I
requested" Tell her whether or not tried -- evidently. unsuccessfully
plastic surgery can _ be &tie and to make in my original answer
where she can aget more information
Setp.4lour ques'"ew.t5pr Gott at
about the procedure
P.0 Box 91428. (teirelind. OH 44101
DEAR READERS
I have Due to VOiUrrle of mail.'individual
received a number of • -letters- 'film tpit-3(101/S aninn -be-anN.vi Cl ed.--QueNarticulate women who have criticized lions of general interest will be
my reply to the 19-year-old girl-with answered in future columns
\lljt FATE1WHNI
inverted nipples -Insensitive" was
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Illinois lawmakers return for special legislative session
SPRINGFIELD, Ill.
(AP) — Three dfys
after ending its regular
1985 session, the Illinois
General Assembly was
due back for a special
session on Build Illinois,
Governor Thompson's
$1.3 billion bricks-andmortar program.
Thompson used his
constitutional powers to
summon lawmakers into special session today
after the House refused
on Friday to accept a
compromise sent to the
governor by the Senate
earlier last week.
As a result, both
houses were to return to
the Capitol to ratify a

deal worked out over the
weekend by legislative
negotiators. At issue
was who gets what out
of the• $317 million pie
earmarked for the first
year of the eight-year
Build Illinois program.
Under the tentative
compromise reached
before the House adjourned late Friday —
five days after the informal June 30 deadline —
Thompson will get $200
million in projects, and
each party in the
Legislaure will get $90
million. Because the
total then will exceed
$317 million, the governor will have to withhold

money from some
projects.
"This is a good compromise," Thompson
said. "It should have
been done a week ago,
but it waSn't."
Thompson said today's session "should
not take more than an
hour," and legislative
leaders said they did pot
expect any hitches.
"I am confident and
hopeful that we can proceed to a final resolution
of this issue on Monday," said Democratic
House Speaker Michael
Madigan of Chicago.
The special Build Illinois session may not

be the only one this sumfor lawmakers,
who aren't due back for
the fall veto session until October. Thompson
says they may have to
meet later this month on
the financial need* of
Chicago's McCormick
Place exposition center.
The dispute over how
to parcel out B4ild Illinois — roads, sewers,
parks, soil-conservation
programs, swine-test
centers and other projects — delayed last
week's delivery of
benefit checks to about
100,000 welfare recipients. About 75 percent
of the recipients were to

mer

have gotten the money
Saturday and the remainder today, said
public-aid spokesman
Dan Pittman.
The compromise expected to be ratified today was not much different than what was rejected last week by
House Democrats, who
objected to giving
Thompson authority.
But the compromise
apparently was sufficiently face-saving for
Madigan and House
Minority Leader Lee
Daniels, who waged war
over the public-works
program and the
delayed welfare checks.

Asphyxiation ruled as cause of four deaths
RADCLIFF,Ky.-PAP)
— Autopsies on four
public employees who
died in an underground
sewer pump station
show the deaths were
caused by asphyxiation,
the Hardin County.coroner said Saturday.
Dr. James Stuteville
said the deaths Friday
were most likely caused
by methane gas, but toxicology test results
would not be available
for 10 days.
Officials believe
methane gas, a colorless, odorless gas
often found in sewers,
leaked into the pump
station because of a
malfunction.

A Louisville company the station,
Logsdon
hired to repair the pump said.
station on Saturday
Three water district
found a broken value worke
rs, Rick
that probably allowed DeRuite
r, 28, Danny
sewage to flow into the Cumming
s,27, and Rayunderground chamber, mond J.
Dawley,37, and
according to Marvin Radcliff
police officer
Logsdon, manager of William
Burns,,34, were
Hardin County Water killed
by the fumes.
District No. 1, which DeRuite
r was the first
operates the city sewer to be overco
me by
system.
fumes and the others
A station pumps died while trying to
sewage to a higher rescue him, officials
elevation to reach a said.
Radcliff Police Chief
treatment plant.
John Farrelly said ofOnce sewage passes ficials from the state
through pipes in a lift Department of Labor
station, the check valve had inspected the site
is supposed to prevent it Friday'hight and Saturfrom flowing back into day,but had not reached

any conclusions as to district workers prothe cause.
.
bably were performing
"It appears to be ac- routine maintenance of
cidental," he said. The the station near Hardin
state's investigation-WM Mall and the valve
concern the "safety of broke while one was inthe lift station and what side. But he added there
can be done to prevent would never be any way
this in the future," Far- to know details of the
relly said.
accident.
After the autopsies,
Police officers talked
to several witnesses, he Stuteville said the
said, and probably possibility that the men
would interview a died from drowning was
Radcliff volunteer remote.
"I think we can push
firefighter who became
that
onto a back
stuck in a shaft leading
to the pump station as burner," he said, adding
he tried to rescue the it could not be definitely
ruled out yet because
men.
asphyxiation can be
Logsdon said he caused several ways,inbelieved the water cluding drowning.

Blind passengers arrested after refusing to move
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
(AP) — Two blind
passengers were
scheduled to appear in
court this morning after
being charged with
disorderly conduct
when they refused to
move from airline seats
near emergency exits,
officials said.

a

Steven Jacobson, 34,
and his wife. Nadine,.32,
of Minneapolis, were
released on their own
recognizance Sunday
night, police said.
Both had been attending a National Federation of the Blind convention here and were
returning home on a

United Airlines flight blind people from sitting
Sunday, according to a next to emergency exmember of the group its, said John
who was on the plane, Scharfenberger, a
Judy Sanders, also of spokesman for StanMinneapolis.
diford Field.
The two went to their
The couple refused to
assigned seats, but were move to other seats on
told they would have to the plane, and the pilot
move because federal called for airport securiregulations prohibited ty. After refusing to

move a second time,
they were arrested, he
said.
Ms. Sanders said
airlines usually claim it
is a safety hazard for
blind passengers to sit
near the emergency exits, but she said the
policyis
discriminatory.

Daniels, a GOP
lawmakeg from
Elmhurst, had used
stalling tactics during
the final days of June to"
push the Legislature
beyond its the June 39
deadline. Once the
Legislature is in overtime, extraordinary
three-fifths majorities
are needed to pass bills,

giving the minority
much greater leverage.
Madigan, asked why
Build Illinois had sparked such an acrimonious
fight, said: "This is the
largest slate building
program since 1971. And
for there to be a high
level of disagreement on
such a proposal is not
surprising."

The overall price tag
on Thompion's program
Is $2.3 billion, with the
additional $1 billion
representing increased
,,borrowing powers' for
the Illinois Housing
Development Authority.
That part of the plan
went through the
General Assembly
smoothly.

Your Individual
Horoscope
Frames Drake
What kind oi day will tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth sign.
FOR TUESDAY,JULY 9, 198.5
ARIES
SCORPIO
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19) _
(Oct.23 to Nov 21)
A family situation is tricky, but
Present those new ideas to bosses.
you'll enjoy today's developments in
Don't forget social niceties when
travel and friendship. Creative work
dealing with others. Watch overdoing
is favored,
towards nightfall
TAURUS
SAGITTARIUS
(Apr.20 to May 20)
(Nov. 22 to Dec.21)
Pay no heed to rumor and get down
Pleasure is definitely on your
to work in study and private interests,
agenda, but extravangance must be
Home, career and finances are hapcurtailed. Good news plus happy
pily highlighted.
romance makes this a fine day.
GEMINI
CAPRICORN
(May 21 to June 20)
(Dec. 22 toJan. 19)
Friends are helpful to you now in
You're finally getting things
many ways. You feel like yourself
straightened out at home. Some new
again and will be a hit at any
furniture may be in order. Partners
get-together. Watch spending.
require consideration.
CANCER
AQUARIUS
(June 21 to July 22)
(Jan.20 to Feb. 18)
You have a shrewd eye when it
Everyone is on your wavelength
comes to business today. ingenuity,
today, with the exception of a
Luck and common sense combine to
co-worker. You'll get favorable feedput you on top.
back for your plans now.
LEO
•
PISCES'
nee
(Jill)/ 23 to Aug.22)
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
A new hobby appeals to you
Though income improves, you still
Distant interests require your attenneed to be wary of foolish expendiFriendship takes a back seat to
ture. Make a point of saving. Aim high
romance tonight.
careerwise
VIRGO
(Aug.23 to Sept.22)
YOU f30111411 TODAY are inclined to
Mental powers are sharp now.
public'service and have good insights
You'll make headway in business and
into community affairs. Teaching,
property matters. A friendship
writing, religion and politics are areas
requires careful handling
sure to interest you. Though versatile,
LIBRA
you should learn to specialize for
(Sept.23 to Oct.22) •
your greatest success. You're at your
Ze45
Some competition will be experbest with impersonal matters and
ienced today careerwise. Loved ones
need to overcome a tendency to be
should go out some place special
critical of loved ones. You also are
together. Rapport is assured.
genuinely attracted to the arts.

ipt

efri

Churches, Tell Your Story
On July 26,
the Murray
Ledger & Times
will publish a
very special section, "Profile on
Murray and
Calloway County
Churches."
The tabloid section will contain:
Pictures by Harry Allison, articles, and
advertisements on our churches.
The deadline for articles and advertisements
is Monday, July 22.
Share your church with the community in the
Ledger & Times' "Profile on Murray and
Calloway County Churehes.9,
The article form provided should be filled out
and returned to the Ledger & Times.
_

•AdvertiSements are not required.

Advertisements sizes will be:
2x2 (Business Card Size)
$14.20
2x4
$28.40
2x6 or 3x4
$42.46
3x6/
1
2(1
(Tab size) $69.23
/
4 pg.)
3x13 6x6/
1
2(/
1
2 pg.) (Tab size) $138.45
4x13
(1
/
4 pg.)(Tab size) $184.60
6x13 (1 Full pg.)
(Tab size) $276.90
Your advertisements can be arranged by
contacting one of our advertising representatives. (753-1916)

liNierray Ledger & Times
MURRAY, KY.

Serving Murray and Calloway County since 1879

KENTUCKY CERTIFIED CITY

Name of Church:
Pastor:
Address:
Phone:
Church Service Times:
Membership:
Year Founded:
Other Important Church Leaders:

Special Activities, Programs,Services, Community Involvement, & Etc:

(Use °an additionsa sheet for more information)
1001 Whitnell Ave. P.O. Box 1040
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reservoir for rabies in
Kentucky. Of the 53
positive caws, 27 were
confirmed in skunks,
nine in dogs, seven in
rats, six in foxes, three
in trOrses, one opossum,
one cat and one cow.
Reason Unclear
Kentucky Veterinary Medical Association While
the decline is
Though there seems states has now spread statistically significant,
to be a downward trend into Virginia and West Dr. McDonald noted,
in 'incidence of rabies Virginia.
the reasons for it are
reported in Kentucky.
Only 53 hnfirmed unclear at present.
residents of this state - cases of animal rabies
Distribution of the
especially residents of were -reported during positive cases seems to
-Eastern Kentucky - 1984: according to Dr. be at random
should be aware that the Michael J. McDonald, throughout4the state. No
epizootic of rabies in Kentucky State colir?ty should be conraccoons that has occur- Veterinarian, who said sider\ed free of the
red in the mid-Atlantic skunks are the cleief possibility of rabies,

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
1 -Very rho
.dest •
person
6 Coarse
11 Expunges
12 Brimless caps
14 Note of scale
15 Direction
17 Vehicle
18 Possessive
Prgadue
20 Smallest
number
23 Chinese pagoda
24 Afternoon
parties
26 Evaporates
28 Negative prefix
29 Chemical
compound
31 Surgical saws
83 Heroic event
11'

Answer to Previous Puzzle
MALT
SP-AR
FT
ARIA
AREA
ATE
SAGA
0
MET IN
LIRA
LATH
ME
TONE
CALM
LEO
!ENTRY
TEAM
R I
'STE.RES
CL,
•A IMSi
SATE
LIMIT
TO
,ERN
RULE
MANS1
DYED
BALD
MAIN
TIES
VOW
T
ABET
ORE
ANET
FAR
S I DE
LOS

35 Short jacket
36 Twist
39 Hostelry
42 Bone
43 Atmospheric
disturbance
45 Singer Horne _
46 Rubbe_r_ tree
48 Talk
50 Came to rest
51 Pulverized rock

4

53 food fish_
55 Myself
56 Alt
59 Stretcher
61 Hesitate
62 Metal

DOWN
1 Talks idly
2 Sun god
3 Employ
4 Transactibr

10

2

11

12

18

23

24

26
•

29 '

28
,

31

37
_

35
fr

42

.
.

46

45

39
44

43

45
41

48

50
S

57
56 I

55
es

59

.
61

9 Chair
10 Draw tight
11 Choice part
13 Heavenly bodies
16 Sour
19 Surfeits
III 21 Father
22 Molars
25 Clans
13
27 Spindle
30 Disturbances
32 Poker stakes
34 Harvest
36 Extinguish!
,colloq.
37 Land surrounded by water
38 Allowance for
• waste
40 Glossy paint
41 Tardier
41
44 Belabors
47 Heraldry:
grafted
49 Intertwine
52 Obscure
54 Avenging spirit
57 Symbol for
ruthenium
58 Teutonic deity
60 Symbol for
tellurium

5 Ancient chariot
6 Symbol for
columbium
7 Of the matter
8 Part of circle

,

62

TkERE WAS 54.47‘;5EP
.-TO SE A STORMC.3MiNt3 BUT NOW
THEy RE NOT SURE..

, ITS NOT OUT
1-1ERE . MIND
IF I TAKE OFF
MY SHIRT

CAN YOU IMAGINE A CAT sEING
RAISED BY SQUIRRELS?
I GOTTA GET EP OUT OF THIS
TREE BEFORE IT'S TOO LATE
TOO
LATE
FOR
WHAT?

FCRET RANK
BEETLE./ LET5
ROLL URCLIR
5L,EEVE5 ANID
SETTLE
TH .'•

I WELL DO
IT INSI7E
THE BOARD
ROOM

though obviously there tion period ranges from
Is no threat of epidemic 15 to 30 days, but it may
proportions either.
be even longer in some
Most cases in Ken- instances.
tucky are seen in,early
Close Observation
spring through the sumThough illegal, some
mer months.
persons still capture
Animal bites are the and keep wild animals
most likely method of as pets. They should
human exposure. The remember that even
most dangerous animal young wild animals may
bites to humans are haye been exposed to
those from wil-d ,
r rabies, so the animals
animals, especially should be confined for a
skunks, foxes, raccoons prolonged observation
and bats.
period. '
Primary Defenses
Animal bites should
Several defenses be 'reported to local
against rabies have health departments
been proven effective, unless the victini is abthe single most effective solutely sure the biting
being immunization of animal has been vacdogs and cats„The vac- cinated against rabies.
cineg have been proven
First aid for victims
effective and are of animal bites includes
moderate in cost.
immediately cleansing
Another important the wound with plenty of
preventive measure is soap and water, then
control of stray thoroughly flushing, the
animals. Strays seen in wound with water while
neighborhoods should at the same time
be avoided and reported squeezing surrounding
immediately to the pro- tissues to force the bite
per local authorities.
to bleed. The wound
Extreme caution should be flushed to its
should be used if the complete depth.
animal exhIbits signs of
Even if rabies is. not
aberrant or unusual- suspected, seek medical
behavior or a disorder advice immediately and
of the central nervous attempt to locate the
system - excessive animal. The bite could
salivation, circling, lack easily result in tetanus
of coordination or infection and almost
disorientation.
certainly will result in
Contact with obvious- severe bacterial infecly ill animals should be tion. If the animal must
avoided, especially wild be killed, it should be
animals which appear killed in such a manner
to be injured or sick. as to avoid damaging
Many people have a the brain, which is needtendency to want to help ed to confirm Or
animals in distress, and disprove rabies in the
they should balance animal.
their compassion with
Any licensed Kencommon sense.
tucky veterinarian is
Remember that in- competent to. give adcubation time for rabies vice on rabies control
in wild animals can and to inoculate your
vary considerably. animals against the
Generally the incuba- disease.

Ruling party victorious
in Mexican border states
MEXICO CITY (AP) Party claimed victory
- The ruling Institu- Sunday in key gubertional Revolutionary natorial races in the
northern border states
of Nuevo Leon and
Sonora.
Official results of the
elections, the first nationwide since President Miguel de la
Madrid was elected
three years ago to a
term dominated by
economic crisis and
austerity, are not expected until July 14.
There are 36.2 million
...IF •ADU DON'T PAVE
registered voters in
NAIR ON YOUR C1-1E5T,
Mexico, but voting is not
UNT IN YOUR BELLYmandatory.
=ION IS WE
The opposition NaNEXT BEST TI-11N6!
tional ACtIOn Party,
which was hoping to
make major gains in the
voting, charged that the
government party uSed
dictatorial,
undemocratic methods
and vote fraud.'
"This removes the
democratic mask of this
government," said National Action candidate
Adalberto Rosas Lopez
in Sonora state at the
Arizona border. ''We
will wait until tomorrow
to determine what to do.
I will be on the street
protesting for my
children's sake."
JP/ft DAV?5
The government
party's candidate in
Sonora, Rodolfo Felix
Valdes, predicted his
victory would be by a
3-to-1 margin. And in
Nuevo Leon at the
Texas border,_his fellow
candidate Jorge
Trevino also claimed
victory.

THE FAR SIDE
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SHIP 15 DYING OF
CURIOSITY
ABOUT YOU.

THEY rireNDER,„ WHY icx.PRE
NEVER ON DECK IN THE 60411TimE„,ONLY AT N16447.•, I
WONDER,/700,,

10.
SA
giv
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ma

You are being sued in the United States District Court, in Fort
Wayne, Indiana, Cause, No. F-84-0358, pursuant to the Federal Motor
Vehicle Information and Cost Savings Act, 15 U.S.C.A. 1981 et. seq.,for
disconnecting, resetting or altering the odometer of a 1981 Oldsmobile
Omega owned by the Plaintiffs. The attorney for the Plaintiffs is
William P. Fox,One Rose Marie's Alley,"The Landing", Fort Wayne,
Itidiana 46802. Unless you answer this judgment by default will be
entered against you for the relief demanded in the complaint.
LEGAL CAPTION OF CASE IS:
Carl A. Beachy and
Cause No. F-84-0358
Saundra K. Beachy,

yet
da!
.311
14
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Cal
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15.

Eagle Motors, Inc.
Donald N. Watson,
Avenue Auto Sales, Inc.,
Auto Dealers Exchange
NOTICE OF SALE
Public notice is
hereby given that the
United States of
America,
acting
through the Farmers
Home Administration, has for sale the
following described
real property:
A tract of land consisting of 4 acres, including an extra nice
3 bedroom brick
dwelling, garage, and
machinery
shed,
located approximately 5 miles east of Benton, Kentucky, on
Highway 68, in the
Briensburg area.
The property will be
sold under the following conditions:
For cash or terms of
not less 'than 5%
downpayment and not
to exceed 25 amortized
payments at
10.75%, annual interest
for the balance of the
purchase price. A 5%
deposit is required,
which will be promptly refunded lithe offer
is not accepted.
Acceptance of any
bid based on the condition that FmHA
'finance all or a portion of the sale on
terms will be subject
to approval of the bidder's
credit
by
FmHA.
Offers for purchase
of property will be
sealed bids,.and the
opening of bids will be
public. Bids will be
opened at the FmHA
office, Murray, Kentucky, on July 18, 1985,
at 2:00 p.m.
Property will be
sold without regard to
race, color, religion,
sex, age, national
origin or martial
status.
Prospective buyers
may inspect the property by appointment.
Bids will be accepted
only on Form FmHA
465-10, Invitation, Bid
and
Acceptance,
which are available,
along with additional
information about the
property, at the
FmHA office located
at 104 North Fifth
Street, Murray, Kentucky (telephone:
502/753-0162).
The Government
reserves the right to
reject any or all
offers.
Dated this 24th day
of June, 1985. UNITED STATES OF
AMERICA
By: Ronald W. Nelson
County Supervisor
Farmers
Home
Administration
James H Jenkins will
no longer be responsible
for any debts other then
my own as of June 12 1985.
James H Jenkins.

frii
$22t

2.Notice

2 .Notice

Jim Suiter &
Jerry Henry will
be
in
our
showroom
from 6:30-8:00
Mon., Tues.,
Thurs., Fri.
PURDOM
MOTORS,INC.

KEN BAR Inn membership. Take over
payments. Call 502-3762722.

Okls•Pont Cad -Buick

Susanne's
Custom Framing
100 S. 13th
Now taking orders for
Ray Harm's Ky. Duck
Stamp Print.
753 5819
MURRAY Tailor Shop is
not going out of bilisiness.
They are open 8:30 to 4:30
Monday thru Saturday
and located under the
Framers Gallary.

Grave Plots
Memorial
Gardens
$900
759-1499
Do Something Nice
For Yourself.
Call BIBLE CALL
759-4444
Children's Tape
759-4445
COSMETOLOGY by
LaDora, a new hair
salon. Cuts $5, perms
$25, shampoo/set $5,
manicure $ 3 . 5 0 .

753-0658. Closed Wed.
Guaranteed Repair
Service
On Car & Home Stereo
World of Sound

222 S. 12th
753-5865

NO CREDIT
CHECK!
LIMITED OFFER MC VISA
Mecum, a MasterCard or Visa
credit card regardless ot
past credit history, or present
marital status
No Sayings
Account Required,,)
your

GUARANTEED!
For application call
CREDIT
1-800-637-6680
(toll free)
DAILY CAR RENTAL
LONG TERM LEASE
ASK GENE
AT
DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
753 26 1 7

BROYHILL
DINING
ROOM SUITE
Italian Prov.Oval Table, 6
Chairs-Lighted
China
Cabinet.$550.
Call 759-1884

By GARY LARSON

ha
Wei
witi
con
or 7
TM!
oily
753-

5. Lost and Found
_ "-LOST 1 Jr. tennis
racket- Wilson Rally Jr.
and. cover, has name on
cover & rack: Justin
Rouse. Lost either at
Murray High School
Court or Murray
-Country club. 753-8393.
LOST acqurnarine and

•

-diamond ring. Reward.
Lost in Bel Air Center.
Friday. Call 498-8324 or
75866986.

a

6. Help Wanted

EASY ASSEMBLY
WORK! $600.00 per 100.
Guaranteed payment.
No experience/no
sales. Details send selfaddressed stamped en-

velope; Elan Vital- 332.
3418 Enterprise Rd., Ft.
Pierce, Fl. 33482.
PULL, time employment. No phone calls.
East Side Gulf, 119 East
Main.
LOCAL Mayfield Co.
now taking applications
for sales representatives for
Murray area. Excellent

pay structure: No expense, will train. Transportation required.
Must be 18 yrs. of age or
older. Apply in person
immediately to: 313 S.

7th St., Mayfield, Ky.
42066.
IrTLEPTIONIST,
general office work
experience only. Must
be poised & possess
excellent telephone
skills. Job requires
typewriter, copy
machine & filing skills.
Sends resume & salary
requirement to P.O.
Box 1040-F, Murray,

Ky.
1{E'C}tUITER private
vocational school expanding in this area.
Full time or part time
position available. For
interview call
1-965-2332.

Road,6 miles from city
limits.
Quiet
neighborhood, financing available.
Also have'one track
land with 71
/
2 acres,
clean
woods and
24x24 garage with
„concrete floor. For
more information call
759-1405;

EVERYONE ON 11.445

Legal

To: Donald N.. Watson and Eagle Motors, Inc.

LOTS FOR SALE
In County
Off 464 on Carl Crisp

OH„ YOU DON'T 6ET AWAY SO FAS:f.1

1

"

Assistant
Administrator
Personal Care
Home
*Must enjoy
working directly
with residents &
families
*High school
graduate
"Previous health
care experience
*Some college
preferred
Send resume to:
Fern Terrace
Lodge
P.O. Box 325
Mayfield, Ky.
42066
9. Situation Wanted
COMPLETE home repair or remodeling,
plumbing, tree trimming or removal. Also,
will buy timber. Call
753-8568.
DEPhNDABLE Mother
will babysit in my home
or yours. Call 437-4243.
WILL clean your house
or office. Have excellent references. Call
after 6p.rn. 759-1762.

WILL do house cleaning, experienced, dependable, references.
Call 753-6043.
WILL stay with elderly or
sick, 5 nights a week. Call
753-4590 for information.
Good referances.

.111111•
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10. Business Opportunity
FOR sale Home and Business. Grocery store with
3 bedroom home, good
condition, well insulated,
reasonably priced, excellent location. Owner is
retiring. Don't let this
opportunity escape you.
Call 1-382-2479.
rlw

REGISTERED NURSES
Registered nurses, full time or
part_ tituc,.. Variety of shifts in
various units. Excellent salary and
benefits. Call Personnel Department,(602)444-2125.
Lourdes Hospital
1530 Lone Oak Road
Paduach, KY 42001
• An Equal Opportunity Employer
Alnimm

•

k
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•••••
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CLASSIFIEDS
10. business Opportunity
SATALLITE system
giving you problems?
We service any make or
model anywhere. Service fleet available. 7
years experience. Call
day or night, 901-4792806

24: Miscellaneous

31. Want to Rent
SEE Dill Electric for 1111717A5
used air conditioners, seeking nice 4 BR, 2
new & used electric bath home. Call
motors, motor rewind- 753-4173.
ing & reper. We also TWO or three bedroom
buy used air con- home, Murray area, Apditioners. 753-9104.
prox $200 per month. Call
after 2pm, 489-2722.
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49. Used Cars

43. Real Estate

52, Boats-Motors
53. Services Offered
53.. Services Offered
53. Services Offered
1974 GRAND Prix, new 14 FT. aluminum rid'. FENCE sales at Sears
GENERAL mainten- TREE work. Complete
H.A. repossessed pro- tires $500 . Can be- seen at ing boat and trailer. 16
removal, topping, trinow. Call Sears 753-2310
perties. Other listings. 405 S 10th. Murray-Ky.
ft. walicthru windshield for tree estimate for ance, roofing, painting mming &
stumps reetC. 20 yrs. experience..
Murray -Calloway Co. rtrin CAMARO, $2400 and trailer. 18
ft. your needs.
Free estimates. Call moved. Insured. Call
Realty, 304 N. 12th --St. Call after 4p.m
walkthru, 120 h.p., in- DENERAL
753-0211.
H01141: 474-2330.
753-8146 or Ron Talent 753-4696.
board outboard and REPAIR.
15 years ex'WET BASEMENT? We
753-9894.
trailer.
Honda
500.
3
TRIUMPH
Spif
1979
perience. Carpentry,
make wet basements
Fire convertible, good cycle trailer. All in concrete, plumbing,
14. Want to Buy
dry. WoYk completely
excellent
condition.
condition.
1666 roofing, siding. NO JOB
Best offer.
32. Apt. for Rent
guaranteed. Call or
45. Farms for- Sale
WHIRLPOOL
10 or 12' WIDE mobile •
Ryan Ave
Call 759-1259.
TO SMALL. Free eswrite Morgan Con1 & 2 BR apt. near 33 ACRE cattle farm
home. Must be in good
Air Conditioners
16
FT
V-hull
with 4 timates. Days 753-6973,
1989 VOLKSWAGOA
struction Co. Rt. 2, Box
downtown Murray. located 1/2 way becondition and reasonacylinder
Chevy
inboard nights
Bug, good condition.
5,000 B.T.U.
2276.
.iera-N
409A, Paducah, Ky
Adults only. Call 753- tween Murray & Ky.
bly priced. 753-1568.
Call 436-5330 after 6p.m. 2300. Call 753-1205.
G by Sears.
42001 or call 1 442 7026
$4.00 Per Week
4109, 762-6850, or 436- Lake on Cherry Corner
21 AUTOMATIC pistol.
1972 18' MARK Twain, Sears continuous gutor weekends.
2844.
Call 753-7419 after 5p.m.
10,000 B.T.U.
1989 VOLKSWAGON walkthrough windshield ters installed for your
1 BR furnished apt. rt
glit
. 713
0i3625
1e- Hobby Farm. Fast Back wreck To with inboard/outboard specifications. Call
$6.50 Per Week
15. Articles for Sale
near hospital.
12 acres, brick home, sell ,for engin.-'
am-fm stereo Sears 753-2310 for free
-*BAIT. Cali
-./"NI6.I.W-Rocked fish pond, grain mission part,. $306, mi-ir cassette. Very good estimate.
GE harvert golcr re1
BR
furnstied apt., low bin, satellite dish, 753-0151 or 762-2054.
$8.25 Per Week
frigerator. Must sell.
shape. Call 753-3730 INSULATION blown
*Boxing
In
utilities. No pets please. mobile home for extra
$225. Call 753-3069.
25,000 B.T.U.
by Sears.• TVA ap1972 CAPRI, good run- afterm.
*Farming
Call
753-3949
income. $62,000. ning condition.
Ft EGRIGERATOR, $10.75 Per Week
CKMATE
476
proved.
Save on those
$450 or zu"
Free Estimates
APARTMENT located f Kirksey-Brewers area. best offer. New timing I/0 SS prop , high heating and
harvest gold' •
*Barn Posts
coolblock from downtown 527-1177.
(With Approved
walkthro
Westinghouse, 20 Cu. ft.
ugh
wind
CaU:
753-62
ing
bills. Call Sears
44
belt, good yattery. good
*Fence
shops & sevices. Call
with ice maker. Good
Credit)
breaks, clean interior. shield, in good. condi- 753-2310 for free
P
.Osts
758-9251 days or 753-0662
lion.
condition. Call 753-6173
$5000.
759-4852.
Call
estimate.
474-8884.
46. Homes for Sale
WILL haul white rock,
Rudolph
nights.
or 758-8613.
*Treated Lumber
11)72 CHEVY Nova, 1978 20' -Harris Deck
sand,
lime,
and
rap
rip
Wedding
APARTMENT for rent. 16 ACRES more or less. 2-door. Call 753-7516 Craft, seats 12 people,
173ETr-Triwasher,
Goodyear
*Metal Roofing
masonary sand, coal, Photography
Come to 300 Woodlavm.
3 br. house & 2 br. after 4p.m.
olive color, $150. Call
tandem axle trailer with
dirt, gravel, fill sand.
*Farm
Hardware
721 S. 12th
177BNISHED or un- mobile home, out build- 1972 VW Beetle body, 126 electric winch. Evinrude
753-2560.
753-8298
Call Roger Hudson,
furnished apt., 1 or - 2 ings & pond,1/2- fenced His engine with dual
outboard. In excellent
753-0595
CARTER
car-'
STUDIO
753-4545 or 753-6763.
BR. Also, sleeping at Coldwater.. CO 489- berators. Call 7538724 condition. Call 759-9367.
300 MAIN ST. SUITE B
rooms.
Zimmerman 2224.
after 5 pm.
1 North 3rd Entrance
4 BR, 3 bath, formal
Apts. S. 16th. 753-6609.
ISHING rig, 14' boat,
1973 FORD 4-wheel
12 hp „motor, trailer, NEED work on your
LARGE 1 bedroom dining ,room k living drive; $1250.
1957 Chevy"
depth tinder & trolling trees? Topping, prunApartment, Stove, re- room, family room with 2 dr., for trade
27. Mobile Homes for Sale
or sale. motor,
frigerator. Air Conditio- fireplace, 1608 Call 438-2582.
$750. Call 753- ing, shaping, complete
1974 12x60, 713R, 64,000. ner, private, One block Sycamore. Call
4358.
Industrial Drive
removal and more. Call
1976
BUICK
Skylark,
Call 753-5808.
753-6648.
from Hospital. Available
SAILBOAT, 11 ft. Snark BOVER'S TREE
Murray, KY
Free Estimates
1974 FIFTH Avenue August 1st. $135 month. $900 DOWN, $132 V-6, 2 dr, 73,000 miles, "Mayflower", complete SERVICE
Phone 759-109
for Prostereo.
ac,
Best
offer.
759-198
14x70, remodeled, $5000. Call 753-1987.
3
monthly buys 4 room
With trailer and ac- fessional tree care.
Call 759-1399 after 5p.m.
cessories. Holds up to 3 753-0338.
LARGE extra nice, 2 BR house with garage, 489-2312 after 4p.m.
1977
CHEVY
Malabu or 4 adults. Call
1979 14x60, 2 BR, par- furnished apt. Also, 1 BR large lot, Hazel, Ky.
ODD job specialist,
tially furnished. Excel- apt. near University. Call Great starter home or Classic Station Wagon & 753-9752.
ceiling fans, electrical,
Whirlpool
washer. Both
lent condition, $6200. 753-9468 or 753-2967.
rental property. 901-247plumbing, fencing. You
in excellent condition. 53. Services Offered
753-1362 or after .5p.m. NICE one bedroom un- 5633.
name it, I do it. You
753-0918.
furnished duplex apart- BEAUTIFUL home for Call 753-9641.
ALL type masonry buy, I install. You
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
1983 BUCCANEER, ment, one block from sale- heavily insulated 1977 CUTLASS Supreme work, block, brick, break,
I fix. Call 43616. Home Furnishings
14x60, 3 BR, 1 1/2 bath, College. Stove, re- with over 3000 sq. ft. of Oldsmobile, V-6, air, concrete, driveways,
& CUSTOM WOODWORKING
2868.
•
GREEN Early 21 acres. 1 1/2 miles frigerator, water fur- unique style on 33 power brakes & power sidewalks, patios, house P AlNTING=Paper
/VI F.!
Yf ARS.
American hide-a-bed, from 2 resorts. Phone nished. AC and fireplace. private acres. 4 Bdrrn., steering, tilt & cruise, foundations. 25 years hanging, commerical or
Nd pets. Single prefered. 2 bath, 7 species of hand 350 transmission. Real experience. Free 'es- residentia
SOLI() W000 CABINETS
•l'l /411 \11:1
gold Early American 436-2972.
l, Free escut paneling, solid wood good condition. 492-8613.
RAISED PANEL DOORS si
timates. Call Charles timates, References.
swerve rocker, 2 valour 1983 ELCONA 14x70, I 753-2234.
25
Bach
• Oak • Walnut • Cherry floors
beamed
&
ceiling
BR,
1977
1
1/2
PONTAIC
bath,
Ventura,
extension ONE bedroom log duplex
4 Barnett 753-5476.
living room chairs, solid
experien
years
ce,
ouNcAszs • MANTLES • BOOKCASES
oak kitchen table & 4 onto living & dining area. apartment, 1 year old. throughout. Heat pump, door,V-6, automatic, AC, APPLIANCE REPAIR: Tremon Farris 759-1987
KITCHEN CABINET TOPS • VANITIES
" chairs. 2 lamps. Call Fireplace, $17,000. In- $200 no pets, 3 miles East wood stove & all $1000 or best offer. Call Factory authorized for ROOFING, Plumbing, • cUsroiereuso• FURNITURE & FURNITURE REFINISHING
modern features. Con- 753-6451 before 5pm.
quire at F-2 Coach
of town. 753-8848.
COMP,Tfthit vastss pre. By a See Our Display
Tappan. Kelvinator and
753-9289.
Siding, Additions, •
•
TAKING applications tact Kopperud Realty 1978 CHEV. Caprice Brown. Service on gas. Painting,.
LIVING room suite, Estates.
1292,
General
•
Car753
ClaSsic Estate wagon, and electric ranges,
1212 Main Murray, Ky. 753-5940 •
table & six chairs. Call 1984. 14x70, 10 months old. for Section, 8. Rent
pentry.
P.A.
Molony
Co
IV
137
owner,
3 BR brick, / loaded. Recently over- microwaves, dis•
•
••ett•Oe•
•
O•
•
7534560 morning or Lots of extras. Call .753- Subsidized apt..1, 2 or, 3
•* et•
•
•
•
753 - 8628 . Free
9644.
BR. Apply Hilldale baths, den, living room, hauled. Excellent con- h washers, re753-5897 night.
Estimates.
dining
room combina- dition. $2,250. 759-4756.
frigerators, etc. Earl
WASHER and Dryer, 24x60 ON 3/4 of an acre Apts., Hardin, Ky. tion,
double garage, 1978 CHEVRO
$300.. Refrigerator $200. shaded lot, 1 mile from Equal Housing central
LET Lovett, 354-6956 or 753!;tRY ATKIlyS,& AS§OC.
heat and air. pickup, V-8,
PAINTING
downtown Murray/- Opportunity.
automatic 5341.
Call 753-9232.
Price $67,500. 753-7456.
Briggs & Stratton. 3 BR.2
Interior & exterior,
PS, PB, and air. Njce. - APPLIANCE
EXTRA neat two bed- call 753-8124 or 753-9181.
(Formerly Atkins Gutter Service
bath, large living room 33. Rooms for Rent
SERVICE. Kenmore,
19. Farm Equipment
quality work. Comfamily room & dining ROOMS for girls or room brick home,11brge 1978 CHEVRO
Westinghbuse, petitive prices. In& Circle A Fencing/
LET
2 ROW Pittsburg area, central ac &
heat, boys near university. living room and den pickup, V-8, automatic Whirlpool. 22 years
NOW OFFERS A COMPLETE LINE OF
sured.
Over
16
years
cultivator. 3 point hitch. w-to-w carpeting,
with wood burning
par- Call 753-8146 or 753-8894.
Aluminum & Vinyl Skiing,
PS, PB, and air. Nice. experience. Parts and
experience. Call Ralph
Call 489-2237.
tially furnished, & sun ROOMS for rent 1-4 fireplace. 20x40 garage, call 753-8124
service. Bobby Hopper,
Soffit & Trim Work.
or
753-9181.
Worley 759-1050.
"A" Fermat] tractor, deck. Quality country
pond. State Line Rd.
Bob's Appliance SerSeamless Aluminum Guttering
hydraulic lift, PTO, living at a reasonable people, fixed rate, no west of Hazel, Ky. Call 1978 GRAND Marquis vice, 202 S. 5th St.
Renovator Insulated Replacement Windows
plow, disk and cultiva- price. Reduced by $3,000. utilities. Call 753-0459 498-8749 or Moody Mercury, all power, Business 753-4872,, 438- SEWING Machine Reask for Steve.
good gas---1444-leage-.-taft- -5848
_ _ Aluminum Carports,.& Patio Covers
tor. God condition. Call 762-6287 or 753-9445.
Realty Co. 901-642-5093.
p-air: - All makes and
(honie).
ROOMS for college
Aluminum Screen Room Enclosures
Best offer. Phone 901- •
NEED to move. Price 7591816.
BR trailer includes women for 2nd
BYARS Brothers & models. Industrial,
summer Reduced HOUSE and
247-5524 after 5p.m.
FENCING
refrigerator & stove, session,
two 1978 MARK V LincOln, Sons. Siding, gutters, home and commercial.
near
campus.
CUSTOM hay baling, partially furnished with
Chain-Link•Split Rail•Farm•PrivacY
lots. 3 BR, dining room, local car, less than roofs, replacement 38 yrs. experience. All
Kitchen
&
utilities
fur- kitchen, living room and 30,000 actual miles, all
large round 'bales. also underpinning on 3 lots.
Financing Available Phone 753-8407
windows. 30 yrs. ex- work -guaranteed. Kennished. Single occuwheat cutting. Call 474- Call 753-3327.
utility room. 2 storage the extras, immaculate perience. Free es- neth Barnhill, 753-2674,
pancy,
$130.
753-6783.
2798.
buildings, carport, grape condition.- Cl 753-3807 timates. (502)362-4895.
Stella, Ky.
150U13LEWIDE, 3 BR, 2
NT. 1-1 Tractor & mt.? bath, all electric. Price SLEEPIN6 room air vines and berries vines. or atter 6p.m. 753-8477.
STUMP REMOVAL
DAVE'S
Window
Cleanft. wheel disc. Good reduced. Must sell. Call conditioned. 1610 Farmer Price $21,500. Phone 492- 1979 CUTLASS Calais ing Service. Call 436-2845 SERVICE. Tired of
Ave. Call 3p.m.-8p.m. 759- 8492.
condition. Call 759-1816.
Coupe, air- tilt- cruise- or 753-9873.
unsightly stumps and
474-8878.
4952.
Kentucky Central Insurance Companies
LETS make a deal. 3 moon roof- Pioneer DENNIS McClure
TRAILER
for
sale.
con- mowing around them?
24. Miscellaneous
BDRM house near Un- stereo, system, 54,000 struction, roofing, We can emove any
12x60, see Brandon Dills 34. Houses for Rent
OFFERING:
iversity. 43,000. Owner miles, local car. Call painting, plumbing, in- stump and leave a fresh
16 Ft diameter pool. Trailer Court. 753-9104.
Automobile
-2
BR,
2
bath,
partially
financing, 753-3006 753-81114.
Complete With equipterior or exterior. seed bed with no damHomeowners
ment. Call 753-2383 after 28. Mobile Homes for Rent furnished house. No evenings.
1980 BUICK Regal, Phone 502-382-2689, Rt. age to surrovnding
Fire
pets. $200 per month
5pm.
lawn. Larry Wood 75310' or 12' WIDE mobile plus deposit. Re- LET'S talk - about loaded, extra clean. 1, Sedalia.
Life
summer on the lake' Call 436-2482.
0211.
FT. solid oak show home. Must be in good
JOINER'S Tree Ser•Term
case & hot dog steamer. condition and reasona- ferences required. Call This pretty lake home 1980 Honda Accord, 4 vice. 30 years ex- SUMMER is here.
753-9213.
•Universal
could
Life
be
lived
year.
in
Call 753-6266.
Bring
door,
your
original
mowers
owner. perience. Also bucket
bly priced. 753-1566.
2 BR house, newly aroundwith special
•Guoranted issue
A must for moving hot
Phone 474-8084 after 5pm. truck for hire. Call (riding & push), tillers,
OR 3 BR, furnighed, decorated, couples
summer fun( 2 bcirms, 2
For Free Analysis & Quotes •Senior Citizens
air from attic. Lomanco AC/natural gas. Shady
chain saws, small enpreferred, $225 mo. with baths & a 'large recrea- 1980 TOYOTA SR -S 753-0366.
Cancer
Power vents, moves Oaks 753-5209.
gines and welding to
Liftback,
408 South 12th Street
LAWN
excellent
mower
&
tiller
equal deposit. Call 753- tion room. Deck across
1200 cu. ft. of air, $49.00. MCE 2 BR trailer
Moody's
Repair
for
condition.
Murray,
IRAs
repair.
AC,
Call
stereo,
Kentucky
Wayne
5
or
42071
6406.
near
the front with lake view
Murray Lumber Co., Murray. No pets.
Prefer, a BR house, great room, & place to park your- sp., 58,000 mi. $3700 Kim Wilson 3 miles S. their tune up and over104 Maple, 753-3161.
ha-ut. crier-Ty Corner
on 121. Phone 753-5086.
couples. Call 489-2611.
basement, all con- boat. All this priced in -753-6749 or 435-4306.
BATHROOM fixtures,
1984 MAZDA RX7 5' LICENSED Electrician Road, 753-5668. Free
veniences.
the
50's.
Phone
1
year
753-1222,
lease,
tub, sink, commode, color 29. Heating and Cooling
pickup & delivery. Work
no inside pets. Re- Kopperud Realty for all speed, air, stereo, low for residential and Guaranteed
.
pink. Call 753-8378.
mileage, charcoal gray. commercial. Heating
USED Fedders air ferences & deposit, $550 the information.
DENTRAL air con- conditioner, 22,000 a month.
$98
79,90
5.0 firm Call 1-527- and air condition, gas TREES trimmed or
Call 753-8731.
NEWLYdecorated
3
beditioner for mobile BTU's with'. 220
installation and repair. removed. Also, yard
volt. CARCE-T-131r-rgir, droom, large lot. 1304
home. Call 753-8838.
work. Experienced.
$100 Call after 5p.m. 3200 sq. ft., newer Sycamore. Priced in low '73 CHEV,.:..impala, Phone 753-7203.
GREAT books of wes- 753-2977.
power, air, one owner, MITCHELL Paving. Free estimates. Call
house, close to town. 20's. Call 759-1894.
tern world, complete
Sealing striping, repair 436-2690.
Call 753-6035.
PRICE reduced on new $1200. Ca11753-4358.
30. Business Rentals
set. Call 759-1816.
complete asphalt
&
'78
BUICK
Park
NICE 2 BR unfurnished 3 BR house.' Extra niceHEAVY duty equip
Aluminum
house, just off 641 near must be seen to ap- Avenue, 85,000 mi., all installation. All jobs,
ment hual trailer. Call
Hardin. Security de- preciate. Can secure power; nice, asking large & small. Call
Mini
Service
Co.
436-5330 after 6p.m. or
posit required. Call financing for qualified $3800. Call after 6p.m. 753-1537.
Aluminum and vinyl
Warehouse
MOWING.
weekends.
Also,
hauling
753-7275
354-8180.
buyer. Call 753-3903.
siding. Custom trim
RAILROAD ties, 3 Storage Space
78 CUTLASS, black and yard work. Re-'
SMALL 2 bdrm., large
work. References.
esonable rates, good
36. For Rent or' Lease
grades, $7, $9 & $12. Call
kitchen, tiled bath, with factory T-tops,
references. Call Jerry
Call Will Ed Bailey,
For Rent
753-2905 or 435-4343.
Rave excellent lot on Ky aluminum siding, in lettered tires & 350
do*• ***********************1
759-9661.
753-0689
SEARS custom central
engine.
city,
121
Good
near
By
condition.
hospital,
Pass
next
exto
753-1492
air conditioner, 21/2
Clarks Clothing and tra side lot. Shown by Call 753-5159.
ton (29,000 BTU) $250. 2- BUILDING
for rent Showcase for Retail bus- appt. only. $15,000. 753- OWN a unique and
14 inch 10 ft. New Flex between Buckingh
stylish 1974 VW 2002 Tii,
am iness. Will build and lease 0157.
Duct $20. 759-9896.
sunroof, 53500. Call
Ray and Dor-Mae Shop for suitable tenant. Call
47. Motorcycles
SEASONED firewood - in Dixtfland Stropping 753-3557.
442-0392.
oak, hickory, mixed Center on Chestnut St.,
1977 HONDA GL 1000, WANTED, Good older
hardwoods $30/rick next to MSU Campus. 37. Livestock-Supplies
dressed. Call 753-7388.
model 9 passenger station
delivered. Min. order 2 2,000 sq. ft., central heat 2 i7Urgentle quarter 1979 YAMAHA 656 wagon. Call 753-1566.
horses,
1- 4 yrs! old, 1- 5 Special, great condiricks. Call John Boyer & air. Available July 8.
yrs. old., plus 2 good tion. Call 762-4792.
50. Used Trucks
753-0338.
Call 753-3018.
western saddles, 2 1980 HONDA, 250 Trail
1971 CHEVY pickup, 1
bridles & 2,. blankets. bike. $400. Call 759-9749.
owner, excellent condi$700 firm. 489,
2888, 753- 1982 HONDA V65 tion, 50,000 miles.
$2500.
1682.
Magna. Excellent con- Call 492-8494
REGISTERED Polled dition. 753-8801, 1003 So. 1971 CHEV.
4 wheel dr.,
6 cm. - 10 p.m. 71:lays A Week
Hereford BulLideal size 16th.
long wheel base
for Angus Breed. Call 1983 CX 850 custom $1500. Call 492-V20. truck,
Phone 753-5351/753-5352
436-5324.
Honda. low mileage.
72 FORD pickup,
TIMOTHY, Oates & with accessories. Call power, air, tool
box,
Red Clover hay. $1.50 1-247-5852.
$1200. Call 753-4358.
sq. bale in barn, $20 a 1984 SHADOW. extra '79 .CHEVROL
ET 4x4,'
round roll. 435-4383.
clean, 2 helmets, $1650. sharp Call 474-2391.
--- TROUBLES
Call 753-8237.
'84 CHEVY Silvered°.
38. • Pets-Supplies
If it's with
1985 YAMAHA Hopper, 4 loaded, 26.000 miles;
ARC 8 week old- sable months old. Still under Call 753-8555
'CHIM.CHIM • .
Ps, Plum
and white registered • warrenty. Call 759-9609.
974 FORD window van,
CHIMNEY SWEEPS
or electric, then
collie pups. Call, '79 SUZUKI 425. Calf 6 cyc. stick shift. Call
• p••• J.,...*
=
ear 901-247-3707.
1-527-7534.
759-9512 or 753-0366
&AM, Work Good IN,
•••
ye the answer.
female Collie, 6 '81 YAMAHA 250 with
CO4NANE CLEANING
.111Wil•
mo. old, looks like. Call extras, A-1 condition. 51. Campers
Coll John
•MONK V caIMO SC WAS
Morstiovon os4 Vinyl
489-2377 or 436-5835.
•NC WWI
$600. Call 753-5159.
1976 DODGE Maxi-Van
2
Siding,
with
Cost's,
trim
1.0R sale baby hamCamper Conversion
work. Noloronces.
sters, $3 ea. Call 753- 49. Used Cars
years experience.
753-3445
Fully self-contained.
3711.
CoN Will I 'easy,
1939 PONTIAC 2 dr. only 46,000 nules. Must
Answering
servic
July 13 Through July 20
MEE Kittens, 10 weeks Coupe, restorable con- see to appreciate. Call
753-0689.
old to good home. Call dition. $1200. Call 759- 762-2556
provided.
Horse Show-July 13
after 5 PM 753-9384.
1977 38' tbBRA 5th
1750.
Harness Racing-July 19 & 20
SETTER Bird dog 1965 CHEVY II. Nova, g wheel and 1979 Camper
puppies for sale. Call cylinder Station Wagon, special 3/4 ton Ford
Tractor Pull-July20
759-4583 or 753-450istraight shift. Cali 436- pickup. Call 436-2530
RANDY
Hamlin. KY,
5377 after 5pm.
40. Produce
THORNTON
sviaa.T. corn for sale.
HEATING AND AIR
Send
your
$1.25 dozen. Call 489-2696.
ofile .
J
Carpet
CONDITION
ING INC.
SILVER
GOLD
packages
DAILY
PRICES
&
tt3e.easy
'We:PJ'i' corn for sale.
Silver
way
Gold
$1.00 dozen. Call 382-7762.
eta niny

BX111rof Murray

Keith Black
Painting &
Decorating
*Commercial
•Residential •
•Wallpapering

Ith

REGENCY
10 Channel

FARM
LUMBER

BAILEY'S
FARM
LUMBER
SUPPLY

BAILEY
CARPET
CLEANING

Scanner with
Antenna.
$125.00
Call
753-6298
after 6 p.m.

Hopkins Insurance Agency

Call
Ir. Tom Hopkins
(502)753-6202

t************************-%
MORN
DOING RIGHT!

JOE SMITH
• CARPET CENTER
753-6660

Murray Tailor Shop is
not going out of
business. They are
open 8:30-4:30, Monday through Saturday.
Located under Frame
Village.

Taxi Cab Service

Murray-Calloway
Comity Hospital

753-5131
Calloway Comity

Glover,

licensed

BALLARD COUNTY FAIR
LaCenter, Ky,

Aluminum
Service
Co.

Rescue Squad

753-6952

Poison

FOR LEASE

5500 Sq. Ft. Building
in Murray
• Excellent Location
In Shoppng Center
Heavy Traffic
Excellent Lease

753-2380

41. Public Sales
GIANT yard sale. Business books, clothes,
shoes, beds, chests,
dressers, bedroom
suites, couches, chairs,
refrigerator, ranges,
dryers, suntan oil &
lotion at $1.00 & $1.25
bottle, antiques. Something for everyone.
Trash & Treasure, 806
Coldwater Rd. 753-4569

Closed
Yesterday 310.60
Opened°
309.60 ,
Today
1.00
Down

Closed
Yesterday
Opened
Today
NQ Change

Use our cons/tent
servoce. We accept
UPS packages -tor
shipment

5.95
5.95

COURT SQUARE

Compliments of.

GOLD & SILVER CUSTOM JEWELERS
713 S. 12th Murray. Ky. 42071
753 7113
Wir buy Gold. Silyor

Hours: 10 5 Daily 12

ANTIQUES

sad re,
'lee Meier Is,soles sed's'wise le Murray rad Calimmy
Casratv 4161 4:14011
.
4 0•
The 111•••••illerait

Mt)II dis

Downtown
Court Square

753-7499

5 Sunday

sit

,M.11,0141100411POPMIONSOPM10.0100.61,

,,,,,.•••piuwomywkigmhposycaallIMMIMMINPIAMMaaM
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*Free 5Stimates

Satisfaction

Control

Guaranteed

753-5827

753-750
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This Week

OBITUARIES
Mrs. Doss"
Mrs. McNutt's rites Sunday
Pritchett's
funeral held The funeral for Mrs. Lyman Dixon, Fred
Marie Shoemaker Butterworth, Ansel funeral rites
McNutt was Sunday at 2 Griffin, Bob Cope, Bob
on Sunday
p.m. in the chapel of Farley, Jerry Starks, this morning
B 1 alock --Coleman Hugh
The

'

•••••

funeral for Mrs.
Ruby Kay Doss was
Sunday at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of McEvoy
Funeral Home, Paris,
Term. The Rev, Warren
Sykes officiated.
Burial was in the
Puryear Cemetery.
Mrs. Doss, 59. Rt. 2,
Puryear, Tenn., died
unexpectedly Thursday
afternoon from an apparent heart attack at
Henry County Medical
Center, Paris.
Born Sept. 7. 1925. in
Oklahoma, she was the
daughter of Virgia Keys
Reynolds and the late
Clifford Keys. She was a
member of a Baptist
church,
Survivors are her husband, -Willie Doss, to
whom she was married
on Jan. 15, 1970; her
mother. Mrs. Reynolds
of Phoenix, Ariz.; four
daughters. Pat McKenzie and Linda Brown,
Oklahoma, Debra
Walls, Fort Payne, Ala.,
and Teresa Spencer,
Paris, Tenn.; one son,
David Brown, Puryear,
Tenn.; two sisters, Mrs.
Myrtle Fay Riddle,
Phoenix., a nd Mrs. Bonnie_ Soad, Illinois; two
brothrs, Jim Keys and
Bill Keys, Oklahoma; 14
grandchildren.

Mrs. Levey
dies at home
Final rites for Mrs.
Alice B. Levey of Rt. 1,
Hardin. were conducted
Friday at 1 p.m. in the
chapel of Collier
Funeral Home, Benton.
The body was then
trahsferred to the Biggs
Funeral Home,
Williamston, N.C.,
where a second service
was Sunday at 2 p.m.
Burial was in a
cemetery there.
Mrs. Levey. 63, died
Monday at 1 p.m. at her
home. She Was a
membet•of a Methodist
Church.
Survivors include two
sons, ron Rutherford.
Hardin, and Robet
Rutherford, Atlanta,
Ga.; two sisters, Mrs.
Lucille Havens, Jeffersonville, Ind., and Mrs.
Lois Cole, Newport
News, Va.: one grandchild, Bridgette Rutherford, Atlanta.

Fighting still
on in Beirut
—

Funeral Home.
Officiating were the
Rev. Don Farmer and
the Rev. Eddie Young.
Mrs. Oneida White was
organist and soloist.
Active pallbearers
were Howard J.
Howard, Kelvin
Howard, Jimmy Fats.
James Fain, Corte!
Chaney and Howard
Matheny.
Honorary pallbearers
were Lowell Key, Steve
Knott. James Smothers,
B.C. Grogan, W.A. Cunningham. W.T. McClure. J.T. Buty.

Funeral held
Sunday for
Mr. Barnett

Services for 011ie W.
Barnett were Sunday at
2 p.m. in the chapel of
J.H. Churchill Funeral
Home. Dr. David Roos
officiated. Mrs.
Margaret Boone was
soloist with Mrs. Emily
Davis Zimmerman as
organist.
Active pallbearers
were David Magness,
Victor Marshall, Tommie Hill, Ronald Hill, J.
Marvin, Jr., Tommy
Barnett, Charlie
Barnett and Terry
Barnett.
Honorary pallbearers
were employees of the
Peoples Bank and the
Men's Sunday School
Clans .of,first Christian
'Church.
Burial was in the Murray City Cemetery.
Mr. Barnett, 74, Rt. 7,
Murray, died Friday at
8:15 a.m. at MurrayC'allOway County
Hospital.
He had retired as
head teller of Peoples
Bank. He also had been
associated as bookkeeper of Doran Loose
Leaf Floor and had
served as reporter for
the local .tobacco
market here for many
years.
Mr. Barnett was a
member of the First
Christian Church and of
the Free and Accepted
Masons. Born Dec. 4,
1910, he was the son of
the late Lee Boaz
Barnett and Nina
Burkeen Barnett.
He is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Marjorie
Wells Barnett; three
daughters, Mrs. Ch'arles
(June) Magness,
Mayfield, Mrs. Tommie
(Judy) Hill, Lexington,
and Mrs. Tommy
(Olivia) Marshall, Murray; one brother. Conn
Barnett, Auburn; seven
grandchildren; two
great-grandchildren.

BEIRUT, Lebanon
( AP )
Fighting among
Moslem factions flared
in Beirut and Tripoli today as Lebanon's
Moslem and Druse
chiefs met under Syrian
sponsorship in
DarnaseUs to find on
ways to counter the U.S
threat to close Beirut - Graveside services
airport.
for Christina Renee ColThe two-day con- son were Sunday at 2
ferenee--.of the top p.m. at Marshall County
political and religious Memory Gardens. The
leaders of the Shiite Rev..Randy Shelton
Moslem, Sunni Moslem officiated.
and Druse sects was to
Filbeck and Cann
formulate a joint Funeral Home, Benton,
response to the U.S. was in charge of
threat, made in retalia- arrangements.
tion for the hijacking of
The baby was the
a TWA passenger jet by stillborn infant
Lebanese Moslem ex- daughter of Rocky Lane.
tremists June 14, and Colson and Tonya Smith
the holding of U.S. Colson. She was born
hostages in Beirut.
Wednesday at the
The conference also Murray-Calloway Counwas to thrash out a ty Hospital.
security plan to curb
Survivors are his
inter-Moslem militia parents, Mr. and Mrs.
feuds and end Colson, Rt. 1, Hardin;
lawlessness in west her grandparents. Mr.
Beirut.
and Mrs. Robert
But as the meeting got Devine: Benton; a
under way, heavy great-grandmother,
fighting between rival Mrs. Leona • Burkeen,
Moslem factions was Benton.
reported in Tripoli, the
port city 50 miles north
of Beirut. Police
reported two people killed and one wounded.
They said the midcity
artillery duels involved
the Syrian -backed
"Arabian Knights"
militia and fighters of
"Islamic Unification,"
a Sunni fundamentalist
• organization backed by
Yasser Arafat's
Palestine Liberation
614 S. 4th
Organization.

Infant rites
held Sunday

-

Wallace and
Harold Shoemaker.
Burial was in the Murray Memorial Gardens.
Mrs. McNutt, 65, Fox
Meadows. died Saturday at 12:10 a.m. at
Western Baptist
Hospital, Paducah. Her
death followed an extended illne,ss.
She was a member of
the "Westside Baptist
Church. Born Jan. 23,
1920, she was the
daughter of the late
Finis Shoemaker and
Daisy Kennerly
Shoemaker.
Survivors are her husband, Brent McNutt, to
whom she was married
on May 1, 1940; two
daughters, Mrs. Bobby
(Jeanette) Fain, Murray, and Mrs. Gene
(Phyllis) Diamont,
Reading, Pa.; two sons,
Jerald McNutt and wife,
Brenda, Winchester,
and Johnny McNutt,
Newbern, N.C.; four
grandchildren, Keith
Fain, Adam Diamont,
Katie McNutt and Kett
McNutt.

Mrs. McClain
„dies; funeral
rites today
Mrs. Mattie McClain,
75, of 44111 Harmony
Lane, Belleville, Mich.,
died Tuesday in a
hospital there. Her husband, Oilmen McClain,
died in 1961.
Born June 14, 1910. in
Henry County, Term.;
she was the daughter of
the will Coleman and
Elnora Willis Coleman.
Survivors ate one
daughter, Mrs. Nora
Larkin, Belleville,
Mich.; two sisters, Mrs.
Eva Trimble, St. Anne,
Ill., and Mrs. Myrtle
Sims, Murray; four
brothers, JolurColeman
and Clarence Coleman,
Paris, Tenn, the Rev.
Joe C. Coleman, Toledo,
Ohio, and Jessie -Col"
eman, Robbins, III.;
three grandchildren.
The funeral is today at
2 p.m. at Western Oak
Grove Baptist Church in
Henry County. The Rev.
Alonzo Sutton of
Jackson, Tenn., is
officiating.
Burial will follow in
the church cemetery
with arrangements by
Williams funeral
Home. Paris, Term.

Mr. Higgins"
funeral held
on Sunday
The funeral for
Lawton Higgins was
Sunday at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Goodwin
Funeral Home, Cadiz.
Dr. Harold Skaggs officiated. Burial was in
the East End Cemetery
there.
mr. Higgins, 74,
Cadiz, died Friday at 3
p.m. at Trigg County
Hospital there. He was
the former owner and
operator of the Handy
Andy Laundry, Cadiz,
and was a member of
Church of Jesus Christ
of Letter Day Saints.
He was the son of the
late Harlan Higgins and
Annie Weaver Higgins.
Survivors are his
wife, Mrs. Lorine
Turner Higgins; one
daughter, Mrs. Doris
Calhoun, Cadiz; one
son, Virgil Higgins,
Dearborn Heights,
Mich.; one sister, Mrs.
Clara Ingram,
Paducah; five grandchildren; Live greatgrandchildren.

.

Rev. Porter
dies; former
pastor here
The Rev. William M.
Porter, formerly of
Murray, died suddenly
from an apparent
massive heart attack on
Friday.
His death at the age of
62 occurred while on a
camping trip in North
Carolina.
Rev. Porter was serving as pastor of the First
Christian Church at
Ashland, Va. He had
served as pastor of First
Christian Church, Murray, for approximately
nine years and as campus minister for the
local Tri-District. at
Murray State
University.
He is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Sue Porter;
one daughter, Miss
Emily Porter, Vail,
Colo.; one son, Stephen
Porter, New York,
N.Y.; two stepsons,
Richard Simon and
Justin Simon; one
sister, Mrs. Betty
Pessagno, Seaborook,
Md.
The .funeral will be
conducted Tuesday in
the chapel of the Reed
Funeral Home,
Ashland, Va.

at
Land Between The Lakes.
Saturday, July 13
Stream Stroll
Join our naturalist for a refreshing look at the
flora and fauna found in and near a spring-fed
stream. Oome prepared to Wade in the stream.
(Pre-registration required: phone (502) 924-5602,
extension 238, Monday-Friday, 7:00 a.m.-3:30
p.m.); Woodlands Nature Center. 1. p.m.
Muzzleloading Rifle Match
To keep their hunting skills sharp, 1850 era
farmers often participated in target shooting mat-

Fain
Insurance
Agency
•Try Trinity's
Select Program

Itt)

763-0632

ches. Come and watch a re-creation of one of these
matches and learn about the firearms which were
used. The Homeplace-1850. 2:00 p.m.
; Homemade Beverages
Summertime thirsts need to be quenched with
tasty homemade cool refreshing drinks, such as
frosted fruit coolers and soda pop. Join us for a
demonstration on homemade beverages and collect a variety of recipes to try at home. Empire
Farr-?! 2 p.m.
Sunday, July 14
Solar Hot Water
Both active and passive solar water heating
systems will be discussed in this presentation on
the advantage of using solar energy to heat water
for home use. Empire Farm. 2 p.m.
. Nature's Grab Bag
Different objects found in nature will be described by touch, smell, and/or taste by our naturalist.
Participants will be encouraged to guess the correct identity. Woodlands Nature Center. 2 p.m.
Facility Hours
•The Hotneplage-1850•--9 am. to 5 p.m. daily,
except Tuesday.
Golden 14iid Visitor denter — 8 a.m. to 6-0.m.
daily, (Skywalk program-2 p.m. daily, except
Tuesday).
Woodlands Nature Center - 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. daily, except Monday.
Empire Farm - 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. daily, except
Monday.
North Welcome Station-Open 24 hours a day.
South Welcome Station-Open 8 a.m. to 6 p.m.
daily.

Watermelons are destroyed

LOS ANGELES (AP)
"A lot of the crop has
- All watermelons in been consumed," said
California stores - IfS the department's.depumany as 10 million ty director, George
melons - will be Games. "We have no
destroyed because the Idea how many were
crop contains a consumed prior to July
pesticide linked to 11- - 3." Gomes said officials
blesses of at least 108 were unable to assign a
people in four states and dollar estimate to the
Canada,authorities say. loss.
"All products at the
The field inspections
retail level will be will be carried out by
destroyed." California staffs of the county,
Department of Food and agricultural commisAgriculture sioners and shipments
spOkeswoman Jan of approved, untainted,
Wessell said after state watermelons was exofficials reached the pected to resume today,
decision in an emergen- officials said.
cy meeting late Sunday.
The department also
plans to inspect and
sample the rest of
California's watermelon
crop, which totals about
30 million melons, and
SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT - INVESTMENTS
will use stickers to mark
the melons free of
aldicarb, the pesticide.
Ms. Wessell said a for- Industrial Average
. -6.95
mal order would be Air Products
533
/4 .
Jdrrico
issued to wholesalers Apple Computer
171/2 .11/8
Johnson & Johnson
and retailers today to American Telephone
237/
8
Kmart
destroy their Briggs & Stratton
27% -1
Mary Kay Cosm.
/
2
watermelons and she Chrysler
JC'Penney
3434 -5
/3
urged consumers to Dollar Gen. Store
26 -1/8
Penwalt
throw away any melons Dupont
53/
1
4 .1/2
Quaker Oats
they have already Durakon
No trading
Sears
4
bought.
Ford
Texaco
44% -%
"The watermelon Forum Grou• p
9% unc
Time Inc.
crop this season is G.A.F.
351/4 unc
U.S. Tobacco
estimated at about 30 General Motors
697/8 -1%
Wal-Mart
million melons," she GenCorp, Inc.
47 -/
Wendy's
1
2
said. "One third of these Goodrich
31% +%
C.E.F. Yield
(are) already in the Goodyear
28 unc
chain of distribution,
and will be destroyed."
••

FIRST OF MICHIGAN CORPORATION
MORRIS BILBREY

Stock Market
I.B.M.

1237/5 -%
20/
1
2 -%
46 +'/
37/
1
2 -%
13/
1
2 +/
1
2
49% -%
37% unc
52% •/
1
2
37% -%
36/
1
2 -8/3
57/
1
2 -1
/
4
383/8 .1/4
51% unc
17% •'/3
7.16

WOODMEN BLDG., MURRAY 753-9476

Top records
are named
Best-selling countrywestern records of the
week of July 7 based on
Cashbox magazine's nationwide survey were as
follows:
1. "She's A Miracle,"
Exile
2. "Forgiving You
Was Easy," Willie
Nelson
3. "Dixie Road," Lee
Greenwood
4. "She Keeps The
Home Fires Burning,"
Ronnie Milsap
5. "Hello Mary Lou"
The Sta.tler Brothers
6. "Love Don't Care,"
Earl Thomas Conley
7. "It's A Short Walk
From Heaven To Hell,"
John Schneider
8. "Heart Trouble,"
Steve Wariner
9. "Maybe My Baby,"
Louise Mandrell
10. "Operator,
Operator,"-Eddy Raven

Liiiiimmommommonowituolluommffiomommuoinno
2. UNCLE
JEFF'S
DISCOUNT

STOCKS - MUNICIPAL BONDS
MUTUAL FUNDS
MEMBER NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE MEMBER S1PC

Special Good
July 5-11

Ds,

Special: Large Hamburger
French Fries •
& Medium Drink

$1.99

(51-V.-- Try Our Delicious Homemade Pies
r'F"' _:.---;Place Ain't Fancy...But Sho Is Good Food

TJ's Bar-B-Q & Burgers

, Chestnut St.

Murray

75 -0045

CONSIDERING AN IMPORT?
CONSIDER CHEVY

THE BEST OF BOTH WORLDS
$9,015
With Nova Option
Package No. 4
2 In Stock

B.PHARMACY Pharmacist-Owner
l.KEEP ACCURATE, COMPLETE RECORDS
for insurance rif taxes
2. DRUG to DRUG interaction checkingM
W.3. PATIENT to DRUG ALLERGY checking
=4. REFILL PRESCRiPT!UN FRCIM YOUR NAM
bot t I emtit needed I
5. EVEN FASTER SERVICE
at the SAME LOU PRICES

ftee

4 Dr Notcht).4... S.. L.

Available with Nova Option Package 4:
(Includes automatic fronsmission, air conditioning, electronically tuned AM/FM stereo radio with clock,power steering, right hand manual
outside rearview mirror, electric rear window defogger)

7ZE-

=.-

Uncle Jeff's Pharmacy
COLOR PRINT FILM DEVELOPING

EC-

IC RI process only,

Check our home
owner's rates

•

Services for Joe
Wayne Pritchett were
today at 10 a.m. in the
chapel of the Max Churchill Funeral Home.
Terry Walters
officiated.
Pallbearers were
Lloyd Stevens, Rimdall
Dundan, Dattny aliney,
Timmy Pritchett,
Nathan Pritchett and
Alan Griggs.
Burial was in Stewart
Cemetery.
Mr. Pritchett, 19, died
Saturday at 1:10 a.m. in
a one-car accident on
Highway 94 East, according to Calloway County
Coroner Tommy
Walker.He was a member of
the Dexter Church of
Christ and was
employed by Ross Roofing Co.
Born Feb. 10, 1966, in
Calloway Cou'nty, he
was the son of Joe Ed
Pritchett and Juanita
Brantly Pritchett.
He is survived by his
parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Pritchett, and one
sister, Mrs. Ruthie
Cooper, Rt. 1, Dexter;
two brothers, Leon Pritchett, Rt. 1, Dexter, and
Harold Pritchett,
Fairdealing; his grandparents, Mrs. Lonie
Pritchett, Dexter, and
John Buchanan,
Wickliffe

4

12 Exposure
24 E posuse

Roll
Roil

'2.49
'4.69

15 Espousal Rol '3.29
36 Enpo..,.. Rou $6.29
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°au good on•single set of standwd sue prints Limit one roll wan
'ha coupon (not saki with any other coupon) limited time offer
Ask for doteill Coupon ruleuvieble al this store only

Expires July 10th

FL:

try UNCLE JEFF DI 5t0Uf4T •PHARMACYI
we CARE ABOUT YOUR HEALTH.
phone 753-7688
home. 7594703

Compare quality Compare price CoMpare the new Ctlevy Nova
created by a ItIttnt venture between General Motors and Toyota
Motor Just took at aft you get Sureboted front drive standard •
five speed overdrive, standard four wheel independent suspension
standard Power brakes, standard Raise your standard of(*ion('
with Chevy Nova the best of both Worlds

11
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DWAIN
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